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ey! ABANA is 30 years old this year! See
if you can sign a friend up as a new member and keep blacksmithing growing. We
have come a very long way since those 20 guys
came together in Georgia and started something
wonderful. Let’s keep it going strong.
What’s new with ABANA? If you have a computer as well as a hammer (a tempting and dangerous combination), I suggest that you go to the
ABANA web site, www.abana.org, and see what
you can find.
The minutes of the November 2002 board
meeting in Richmond, Kentucky, are there. If you
are interested, you can see what we do for three
or four days. There is also a supplier directory
with around 700 entries as well as information
on blacksmithing groups in your area. There are
also links to schools, scholarship applications,
regional and national events, news announcements, photos, and a lot more. Check it out (and
leave the hammer in the shop).
Caniron IV is in Hamilton, Ontario, near Toronto, Canada, July 10th to 13th . This gives a lot of
us in the eastern half of the continent a chance
to go. Ironfest will be in Grapevine, Texas, Quad
State Roundup will be held in September in Troy,

Ohio, SERBA in Madison, Georgia, UMBRC in
Pontiac, Illinois, and there will be many, many
other great opportunities to learn and share. See
the “Events” list here in The Ring for details.
I want to strongly urge any member with
ACCOUNTING EXPERIENCE to run for the board,
then for the membership to elect such a person.
This is one of the most important issues facing
you in ABANA’s future. I have praised the work of
your current treasurer, Will Hightower. He won’t
be in the job forever (it only seems like it some
days) and of all the possible serious issues facing
our future, this one is huge. It is critical to have
someone on the board begin learning this job and
be ready to step up to the treasurer’s plate when
the time comes. Please—if you are such a person,
or know of one, ABANA really needs you.
Of course the real purpose of our group is
blacksmithing, not finances or computers. The
money needs to be managed simply to insure the
long-term prosperity of blacksmiths and ABANA.
Let’s get out there and forge some steel! To quote
the late Don Hawley, the esteemed hammerman
from California, “Forging hot steel is the second
best feeling in the world.”
The 2004 Conference location is still being

negotiated. This is not an easy task and has to
be done right, even if we are all impatient for a
final call. “Patience is a virtue, rare in a woman,
never in a man, always in a blacksmith”—first
heard from Paul Zimmermann, a great smith and
one of the nicest people I have ever met. For now,
think Bluegrass country in the summer of 2004,
but stay tuned.
I just heard about an international project
that involves Blacksmiths for Peace. This is not
a protest against the current war, but is a statement about ALL wars and seeking alternatives
to them. Alfred Bullermann’s idea is to cut up a
military tank and have smiths forge the pieces
into flowers. As the tank gets smaller, a garden
grows… (a garden of earthly delights?)…a garden
that is a symbol for peace. What good can this
do? Perhaps it will simply get people thinking
and talking more. This project is not in any way a
protest against the brave men and women in the
military. I just think we all need to have a little
extra compassion for everyone else right now. It’s
a very small planet.
Peace, Scott Lankton

Contributor Information
We appreciate and accept written material, graphics and
photography pertaining to the art, science and business of blacksmithing.
Our current writer’s guidelines are available upon request
and posted at www.abana.org
We reserve the right to reject or professionally edit any works submitted.
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Mail
Dear Editor,
With the fires extinguished on
the 3rd annual Hot Iron Muster in
Queensland, Australia, we would
like to say a sincere ‘Thank You’
for the support received from the
U.S. blacksmithing community:
- to all the Affiliates for spreading
the word about our event in their
newsletters.
- to the Appalachian Area Chapter for their gift of t-shirts and
hat pins for some lucky participants.
- to the administration of ABANA
for arming our visiting instructor, Steve Williamson, with videos from the library, copies of
The Anvil’s Ring and Hammer’s
Blow and ABANA hat pins.
- to the members who expressed
their interest in visiting Australia and participating in future
events.
Such encouragement for our

remote endeavours highlights the
spirit of goodwill and cooperation
that is fostered–and indeed made
possible–by the extensive network
of ABANA.
To Steve and Vicky Williamson,
we say thank you not only for Steve’s
expert leadership and willingness to
share his experiences in the workshops, but also for their warm friendship, good humor, and good company throughout their stay.
We hope to continue to welcome
international smiths to our annual
event, and look forward to making
new friends while building on our
blacksmithing experiences.
Yours sincerely, Alan & Helen Ball
www.villagesmith.com.au
The Village Smith
Logan Village, QLD, Australia

Dear Editor,

Would you please print this
obituary for my grandfather, Dayton Froelich. He worked most of his

Call, fax, or write for our current General Catalog

career at Yellin's, first for Samuel
and later for Harvey Yellin. He was
not a blacksmith, but one of the others who are important to a well-running shop. He may well have been
the last one surviving who knew
Samuel Yellin personally.
Thank you very much,
Rich Green, Media, Pennsylvania

In Memory of
Dayton E. Froelich

I would like to tell you of a man,
an artist, craftsman and gentleman.
He worked for most of his career at
Yellin’s, first for Samuel and later
for his son Harvey, but he wasn‘t a
blacksmith. He had other talents and
eventually Mr. Yellin (as he always
called him) found him more useful
elsewhere. For as most of us know,
it takes more to run a successful
shop than just someone to pound
iron. That man was my grandfather,
Dayton Froelich.
My grandfather graduated in 1927

from Girard College in Philadelphia.
He planned to enter an artistic craft
with an interest in stained glass.
Prospects in that field weren’t very
good and his mother suggested he
talk to Samuel Yellin about a job.
He went to see Mr. Yellin and
was hired as an "office boy/gofer"
and schlepped drawings and plans
to and from clients, architects and
the post office. He was paid $10.00
a week and Mr. Yellin would tell
people he had a college man for
that wage. He relieved the switchboard operator at lunch time and
spent his own lunch scanning the
many books in the Yellin library
to learn about ironwork. This and
his own interest in antiques led Mr.
Yellin to include him among those
cataloging the collection of antique
ironwork.
During the early 1930s Mr. Yellin
held drawing classes for some of his
See Mail on page 

New England
School
of Metalwork
7 Albiston Way
Auburn, Maine 04210

2003 Workshop Catalog

Available March 1st by mail & online
Guest Instructors include:

FORGINGS
LAWLER FOUNDRY CORPORATION
P O Box 320069 • Birmingham AL • 35232-0069

Phone 800-624-9512

•

Fax 205-595-0599
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Two Sizes

• Solid Cast 4340
Alloy St.
• Fifth Leg
•UpsettingBlock
• Side Face

• 425 lbs - 1 1/4" Hardy
• 250 lbs - 1 1/8" Hardy

Made in
USA

Call or Write 307.733.7668
307.859.8827 fax

RAT HOLE FORGE • BOX 351 •

Doug Wilson - Doug Merkel
Walter Scadden - Charles Orlando
Jeff Mohr - Brian Gilbert
York Butler - Randy McDaniel
Warren Holzman - Lucian Avery
Ralph Sproul - Lee Kosow
Maegan Crowley - Peter Happny

Visit our website for current dates and details
www
.newenglandschoolofmetalw
ork.com

Call to re
gister or on-line
1-888-753-7502

Inquiries to:
dglaser@ne
wenglandschoolofmetalw
ork.com
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Mail
Mail cont. from 
employees, called the "Atelier." Mr.
Yellin had them drawing various
things. I have some of Dayton’s
drawings of The Philadelphia Art
Museum, The Bryn Athyn Cathedral, National Cathedral and Mr.
Yellin’s residence. His skill at drawing led to a job on the shop floor,
recording the "as-built" details of
the flowers and heads for the fullsize drawings.
While working in close proximity
to Mr. Yellin, he became a valued
and trusted employee. When Mr. and
Mrs. Yellin went out in the evening,
they asked him to look after their son
Harvey. If they were gone overnight,
he spent the night sleeping in Mr.
Yellin’s demon-crested bed. He also
tutored Harvey in drawing, all the
while developing a strong, lifelong
friendship.
He was working at Yellin’s when
Mr. Yellin passed away in 1940 and
saw son Harvey join the army and
go to war. During the war Dayton
worked at Cramp‘s Shipyard in
Philadelphia, helping build ships
and submarines.
When the war ended, Harvey
came home from the army to take
over the shop. Demand for the type
of work Yellin’s shop produced had
dropped and jobs were scarce. Some
of the men from Yellin’s formed a
loose association they called the
"Backyard Shop," making some
railings and fences. Dayton was
with them installing the work
and doing drawings. When things
got better at Yellin’s and Harvey
expanded to non-ferrous metals,
Dayton became his brass, bronze
and aluminum man.
Harvey kept him employed
through the 1950’s and 60’s, until he
retired in 1975. Harvey called him
back as a consultant on a baptismal
font that needed his experience and
knowledge to build.
Dayton was a modest man and
didn’t talk much about the projects
he did. When I asked him what he
worked on, frequently he could only
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ABANA
Business
tell me a handful–some replacement
work for the Philadelphia Stock
Exchange Building, a cross for a
church in Bala Cynwyd near Philadelphia, and the aluminum cross
for the Air Force Academy Chapel
are among them. I am sure there
are many more out there: baptismal fonts, Bible stands, and others,
wrought by his hands.
In retirement he pursued his
interests in antiques, books and
the crafts. He took classes and dabbled in stained glass, tin smithing,
and oil painting, and other varied
things. He made a few miniature
rooms with furnishings and one, an
antique shop, won first prize in a
state-wide competition. He suffered
a stroke which paralyzed his right
side in 1993 and his health continued to deteriorate. My grandfather
passed away on Saturday, October
19, 2002.

Dear Editor,

Thank you for sending me Rich’s
lovely letter commemorating his
grandfather, Dayton Froelich. Dayton was a valued employee of my
grandfather and father. He worked
hard throughout his career and his
loyalty to Samuel and Harvey held
fast over many decades. Dayton had
many talents, but he did not talk
about them; his modesty prevented
that. The letter will be a good addition to The Anvil’s Ring.
Thanks, Clare Yellin, Bryn Mawr,
Pennsylvania

Dear Editor,

Hello from Canada! I just want
to say how much I enjoy your publications, the Hammer’s Blow and
The Anvil’s Ring. They are such an
inspiration. Just when I’m sometimes feeling that I am losing my
metal arts inspiration, one of the
magazines arrives in the mail; I brew
up a nice hot cup of coffee and set
myself down in my easy chair by
the fire. In a short while I’m feeling
great and ready to fire up the forge.
Thank you!
Rick Hamilton, Thorndale,
ON, Canada

ABANA Contracts
Open for Bid
The contract for the ABANA Central Office
Administrator is reviewed yearly. Contact
Jerry Kagele, 616 E. Rockwood Blvd., Spokane, WA 99203. 509/624-0101 or e-mail:
kagele@ aol.com to request an information
packet.
The Anvil’s Ring contract was reviewed in
November, 2001 and extends until 2004.
The Hammer’s Blow contract was reviewed
in November, 2001 and extends until 2003.
Any parties interested in bidding for the
editors’ positions can submit a résumé any
time to: Dorothy Stiegler, 18023 Shake Ridge
Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685. 209/296-6471.
E-mail: anvilart@jps.net.

Canadian Mailing
ABANA Canadian members are now being
mailed the Hammer’s Blow and The Anvil’s
Ring through the same company that has been
handling our overseas mailing. This should
result in better service to our Canadian members.
Please let Board member Dorothy Stiegler
know whether your delivery service has
improved or not. Contact her, 18023 Shake
Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685. 209/2966471. E-mail: anvilart@jps.net.

ELECTION TO
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Artist-Blacksmith’s Association of
North America, Inc. (ABANA) is run by a board
of 15 directors elected by the membership.
These elected volunteers serve as officers,
committee chairpersons and members of committees. Five of the 15 directors are elected
each year for a three-year term.
To run for election, one is required to be an
ABANA member in good standing and provide
the following:
A nominating petition signed by at least 10
ABANA members submitted with photograph
and candidate statement to the central office
by June 15 of the election year.

2003 ELECTION TIMETABLE

May 1, 2003: Notice of election published in
the Spring issue of The Anvil’s Ring.
June 15, 2003: Nominations deadline date,
submitted to the ABANA Central Office, P.O.
Box 816, Farmington, GA 30638.
See ABANA Business on page 
Spring 2003 | Anvil’s Ring



ABANA B u s i n e s s
ABANA Business cont. from 
August 1, 2003: Ballot mailing in the Summer issue of The Anvil’s Ring.
September 15, 2003: Postmark deadline for
completed ballots.
October 1, 2003: Notification to elected
Board members.
Business meetings of the ABANA Board are
held annually near the 15th of November. On
the even year, an additional meeting is held at
the ABANA international conference in June.
Between meetings, business is conducted by
phone, mail, fax, and email, followed by a
quarterly board mailing distributed by the
Central Office.
For a list of the current Board of Directors,
go to www.abana.org.
Aricle VII Directors Section 1
Number of Directors: The property, affairs,
activities and concerns of shall be vested in a
Board of Directors consisting of fifteen (15)

persons. These fifteen (15) persons shall be
charged with the responsibility of the dayto-day operation of the association and the
prudent conduct of its business. The members
of the Board shall, upon election, immediately
enter into the performance of their duties and
shall continue in office until their successors
shall be duly elected and qualified.
Section 2
Election of Directors and Terms of
Office: Five Members shall be elected each
year for three-year terms.
ARTICLE X Section 2
Election Committee: The president shall
appoint an election chairman who shall
be responsible for getting nominations for
directors to replace the five board members
whose terms have expired. The chairman of
the Election Committee shall solicit nominations from the general membership. Nominees
selected from the general membership shall

be endorsed with the names of not fewer than
ten (10) members in good standing with the
association. Nominees who are directors with
expiring terms will require no endorsements.
The election chairman shall set a schedule
that will start with a call for nominations
four months before the annual election and
provide election results in advance of the fall
meeting. Results of the election shall be provided to the president for notification of the
new directors.
Section 3
Election Procedures: The election chairman shall solicit the nominations and provide
them to the executive secretary. The executive secretary shall prepare and mail out the
résumés and ballots on the schedule provided
by the election chairman. The list of nominees
shall be in ballot form and mailed to the last
recorded address of each member. Upon voting, members will mail their marked ballots to
the executive secretary's office. A count of the
ballots shall be made by the election chairman

or a designated representative appointed by
the Executive Committee and validated by
another member who is in good standing with
the Association. For the complete bylaws go to
the ABANA web site at www.abana.org
Each year five new members are elected
to the Board. At the 2002 LaCrosse meeting, the ABANA Board discussed the election
procedures and requested that the Election
Committee present the election process to
the members early and explain a number of
important issues about the election.
Doug Learn, then Board president, went on
to say about the election, "I want all members of the ABANA Board to be active and
involved; the membership deserves nothing
less. ABANA needs active and involved Board
members who are willing to serve the membership with their individual skills, honed by
their passion for the art and craft of blacksmithing. It is most important that the selection of candidates for the board have talents
which fit the needs of the ABANA membership
and the Board tasks. But most of all we need
Board members with good common sense and

the willingness to work very hard within the
framework of the ABANA Board for the betterment of the organization and all of blacksmithing."
Some of the election issues discussed at the
Board meeting were:
• In soliciting someone to be a candidate it
is important that they understand that they are
getting into a job that requires a considerable
amount of work. If they feel that they do not
have the time, energy, or expertise - then it
is best not to be a candidate. Nor is the job
of being a Board Member an honorary post
- it is a job requiring a commitment.
• In selecting someone to run for a Board
position it is vital to recognize that there are
Board tasks to be done and the candidates
should be knowledgeable in one or more of
the following areas, which include: financial
organization, budgeting, accounting, CPA,
trusts, fund raising, grant development,
communications, publications (both printed
and digital), internet functions, educational
programs, conferences and exhibitions, longrange planning, legal issues, and a vigorous

interest in blacksmithing.
• With the increased load of ABANA Board
communication and the need for timely
response, the use of Email and the Internet
has become a vital tool in increasing better
communication between the Board and its
committees. It is apparent that the Internet is
an important tool that each candidate should
be able to use. It is not, however, an absolute
requirement, but if you do not use Email you
will inevitably miss much of the business and
be out of touch.
• ABANA affiliates could discuss the possibility of nominating one of their members
who is qualified as a candidate. The chapter
can then support a campaign for this person
as a candidate. So put on the agenda at your
affiliate meetings the nomination of a member
as a director on the ABANA Board.
Submitted by the Election Committee:
Jerry Kagele Chair
Pete Brandenburg

Penland Iron

Summer 2003

May 25 – August 30
One- and two-week workshops
Topics include: forging, fabrication, mixed metals, steel
sculpture, joinery, lighting design, mixed-media casting
Instructors: Michael Bondi, Gordon Chandler, E.A. Chase,
John Creed, Hoss Haley, Colette Hosmer, Marc Maiorana,
Doug Wilson
Visit www.penland.org for information or call for catalog.

Penland School of Crafts
A national center for craft education
in the North Carolina mountains
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Blacksmith Shop Named
for Retired Art Professor

2/3 page
Ironwood
1/c
pick up film from summer 01

The Southern Illinois University Board
of Trustees has named the Southern Illinois
University Carbondale blacksmithing facility, located behind Pulliam Hall, the L. Brent
Kington Smithy.
Kington, the founder of SIUC’s blacksmithing program, taught in the SIUC School of Art
and Design from 1961 until his retirement in
1997, having served as the school’s director
from 1981 to 1992.
“It is really quite an honor,” said Kington,
who noted that SIUC is the only universtity
in the nation to offer a master of fine arts
degree in blacksmithing. “Southern gave me
an opportunity to get started as a young artist and faculty member and I’m very proud to
have been part of the growth of the university’s
blacksmithing program.”
Known for his forged metal sculptures,
Kington’s artistic endeavors first gained international attention through work that reintroduced baroque esthetics and design concepts
to modern art and craft disciplines. His body
of work has achieved a great deal of attention
and accolades, including a feature article in
Craft Horizons magazine in conjunction with
a one-person show in 1969 at the Museum of
Contemporary Crafts (now the American Craft
Museum) in New York.
Kington’s works are also part of permanent collections at the Renwick Gallery, the
National Museum of American Art, the Smithsonian Institution and the Johnson Collection,
among others.
His creations have appeared at the Victoria
and Albert Museum in London and the Vatican
Museum in Rome. Other shows have toured
Canada, Mexico, South America, Asia, Africa,
Japan, Korea and Europe.
A Kansas native, Kington earned his bachelor of arts degree from the University of Kansas in 1957 and a master of fine arts degree
from Cranbrook Academy of Art in Michigan
in 1961.
Brent is now retired from the university, but
continues his artistic work at home.

4600 Sheila St. Commerce, CA 90040
9611 East Interstate 30 Dallas, TX 75228
3131 Washington Blvd. Baltimore, MD 21230

800-542-2379
www.kingmetals.com

Max Metzger was an historian, interested in the history and development of style. He was an artist,
trained in architecture, and had great talent for descriptive drawing. Above all, he was a teacher,
director of a state trade school with apprentice and master programs in forged iron work.
The first book, on Basics of Style is by necessity historical, and follows the development of style from
early Egyptian through the Renaissance and Baroque, and to the rediscovery and renewed interest
in the arts and crafts of the Renaissance.
The second book, Classical Techniques, is taken from Metzger’s basic text on iron work, and
shows not just what was done in this period, but how it was done.
The third book is much more than just patterns, as in the title. It is a collection of remarkable examples of foliage, leaves, and flowers, rosettes and calyxes, scrolls and cartouches from each historical
period. Patterns for the blanks from which these can be forged, and the technique of making an
accurate two-dimensional pattern that will produce a three-dimensional object are explained in
detail.
Metzger has said, “Serious practice in freehand drawing is of basic importance.” There are 312
drawings in the first two books, and 64 full-size plates, copied with a high-resolution digital scan,
in the Pattern Book.
Books are priced as follows:
Basics of Style - $36.00 • Classical Techniques - $32.00 • Pattern Book - $46.00
Postage $4.00, add $1.00 for each additional book.
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Christmas Tree Ornament
For The White House
By Mindy Gardner, Farmer City, Illinois

M

y interest in chasing and repoussé
began in 1997 after watching George
Dixon’s demonstration at the Upper
Midwest Regional Blacksmithing Conference in
Pontiac, Illinois. George used a treadle hammer
to do most of his work, which I found fascinating, not to mention the wonderful practice
pieces that George displays during his demonstration.
After that conference my husband Mark
built a treadle hammer and we played around
with it some. It is much harder to stand on
one leg and work than it appears!
In 1998 Mark and I purchased an old blacksmith shop in Farmer City, Illinois, and began
restoring it. In 1999 I re-read my notes from
the 1997 conference and tried the treadle
hammer again, using it to make leaves of
16-gauge steel. I soon became obsessed with
the treadle hammer, as well as chasing and
repoussé, often spending 12 hours a day practicing and experimenting. A human really
can stand like a flamingo for long periods
of time!
In 1999 I was accepted into the Illinois
Artisans Program in both metals and mixed
media. I also do wood carving and incorporate metal into my carvings.
At the 2001 Illinois State Fair where we
were demonstrating in the Artisans Village,
Carolyn Patterson, the director of the Illinois Artisan’s Program, asked me if my name
could be put on a list of Illinois artists to
possibly make an ornament for the State of
Illinois to give to the White House or to a
dignitary. Of course I said that would be great
and figured that I would never hear from
them again. Was I wrong!
The White House contacts the governor’s
offices in all fifty states for artists to create the
ornaments. In Illinois the Governor’s office then
contacts the Illinois Artisan’s Program for a list
of artists they feel are qualified to do the work.
The names are then sent to the Governor’s office
and then to the White House.
In early August 2002 I received a letter from
12
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the office of Governor Ryan’s wife, inviting
me to represent the State of Illinois in creating
a handcrafted ornament for the White House
Christmas tree. The letter went on to say, “This
year, First Lady Laura Bush is continuing the rich
tradition of adorning the White House Christmas tree with local ornaments from each of the
50 states. Mrs. Bush has selected the theme of
the event to be “All Creatures Great and Small.”

Along with the invitation to participate was a
list of guidelines for the artists and requirements
for participation. Included were subject matter
of the ornament, weight and height restrictions,
and how the ornament was to hang or sit on
the tree. The ornament, if you chose to participate, would become part of the White House’s
permanent ornament collection and cannot be
reproduced or replicated for sale or advertised

as “designed for the White House.” Artists were
not to speak to the media until after Mrs. Bush
made the holiday theme announcement the first
week of December. Each artist would receive an
invitation to a reception at the White House and
would be allowed to bring one guest.
The ornament was to be a replica of any bird
indigenous to the state you were chosen to represent. I chose to make an indigo bunting for
a number of reasons. The bird is native to
Illinois and a few days after receiving the
letter, I saw one in our backyard and was
able to watch it for quite awhile. His coloring
was perfect, since I use tempering colors to
color my work. Illinois, being a prairie state,
and having a reestablished prairie behind
our house, helped for models for my design.
The indigo bunting is sitting on a purple
coneflower with a yellow coneflower and
prairie grass in the background, all of which
are native to Illinois.
The ornament is made of 18-gauge mild
steel and is egg shaped. The holder for the
gold cord is a steel feather that is folded over
toward the front of the ornament. I used a
combination of chasing and repoussé, the
majority of which was done on the treadle
hammer. The scale was removed with sandpaper and a wire brush. A propane torch was
used to heat different areas of the ornament
to the required temperatures to achieve the
colors that I wanted. The grass and stems
of the flowers were brushed with a small
brass brush and also heated with the torch.
The piece is coated with a linseed oil, spar
varnish, and wax finish.
On December 4th, 2002, Mark and I attended the reception for the artists at the White
House. What a spectacular Christmas wonderland! The White House was so beautiful. Mrs.
Bush was a very gracious hostess, and took the
time to speak with every artist as well as having
her picture taken with each one of us.
Going to one blacksmithing conference and
taking good notes really made a difference in
my life. Thanks to all those responsible for that
Spring 2003 | Anvil’s Ring
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Chris Waters, Calgary, AB,
Canada. Hacksaw forged completely from a single section of
3/4" round bar, mild steel. The
wing nut and all fittings were
also derived from the same bar,
less the blade.

Jack Duckworth, Waldorf,
Maryland. “Billfish”. 54" long
x 25" high. Ball bearing eyes,
tig welded. Sch. 80 blk pipe.
Clear finish.

Bellow: John Loeffler and Dan Rogers,
Leavenworth Washington. This railing is an example of how tough it
is to adhere to 4" spaced pickets as
required by building codes and still
have a flowing, graceful railing, says
John.

Richard E. Clark III, Russell, Pennsylvania. Drago Guardian of the
Mist. 17 1/2" h x 18" w x 21" d. Hand forged and fabricated.

Bill Wojcik, The Plains, Virginia. Clavos. Washers, bolt, mild steel.

Takayoshi Komine, Saitama, Japan. Fireplace of
guest saloon. 3 meters high, 2 meters in diameter. Iron and copper.
Dave Mariette, Rosemount, Minnesota. Front stair rail for a victorian
restoration. Work was riveted, collared, forged-welded and held
together with some drilled and tapped mechanical joinery.

George Dixon, Swannanoa, North Carolina. Lock
is chisel-cut, forged textured steel with a forged
bronze handle clad in a repoussé steel leaf.
Key is forged and chiseled from naval bronze with a
copper rosette set into the slit-and-drifted handle.

14
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Dragons. Anna Loney, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Mild
steel, forged and fabricated. Overall size of each: 34" x
8" x 2.5". Each sits atop one-half of a gate.
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Karl Olsen, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Fireplace fender. 73"w x 16"h x 14"d. Forged steel and sheet with
brass-brushed leaves and highlights. Wax finish.

Bruce Smith, Ketchum Idaho.
Gun rack. 24" h x 16" w.
Forged steel.

Jody Best, Confluence,
Pennsylvania. Vessel
"18 x 8' x 8". Forged steel.
Ira Wiesenfeld, Tucson, Arizona. Ironwood coffee table.
19" h, 36"l, 19"w. Mild steel, textured under power hammer
dies. Table top is glass. Photo by David Flynn.

David Wehrenberg, Raleigh, North
Carolina. Celebratory Vessel. 9" x 9" x
15". Mild steel, copper, bronze and stainless steel. Photo by Lynn Ruck.

Mike Watlington, Midland, Texas. Bouquet of six long-stemmed roses, 144 petals, 16-gauge mild steel, 1/4" and 1/8" mild steel rod, forged, 18" long x 10"
across, with two brass bands representing wedding rings.

16
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Rik Mettes, Powell, Wyoming. Oak leaf and acorn fire screen with
accessories. 28" x 36", forged iron. Photo by Kathleen Haydon
Larry Crawford, Marble Falls, Texas.
Eddy queen-size headboard. Forged and
fabricated steel with copper rivets.
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Ironwork by John Walter & Yevhen Bohonok.

Metal Eden
b y O l e h B o n k o v s k y, U k r a i n e

L

ast summer, after finishing the International 2002 ABANA Conference, I had the
opportunity to stay in the United States
and get acquainted with the country for several
months. It felt quite natural for me, as an artist-blacksmith and a professor at Lviv Academy
of Arts in the Ukraine, to work at a forge of
American blacksmiths and to be able to practice
and share experiences.
It is a long tradition in Europe since the
Middle Ages for craftsmen to travel from one
country and workshop to another. My friend
and artist-blacksmith Yevhen Bohonok, a
graduate of Lviv Academy of Arts, works in
Pittsburgh at John Walter’s forge. It was very
kind of John to invite me to Pittsburgh and to
give me the opportunity to practice at his forge
that he has named “Metal Eden.” At first glance
the title “Metal Eden” seems quite intriguing,
and when I found myself in this forge I imme-

John Walter

Ironwork by John Walter & Yevhen Bohonok.

Ironwork by John Walter &
Yevhen Bohonok.

All butterflies done
by Oleh Bonkovsky
and/or John Walter.
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Metal Eden
continued
Chapel of
Annunciation
in Lviv, Ukraine.
Ironwork by
Oleh Bonkovsky.

Ironwork by John Walter & Yevhen Bohonok.

diately felt that this title suited it correctly.
Here one can see metal flowers grow, fabulous
metal branches interlace, candles on different
candlesticks burn, intricate metal tables and
chairs announce their presence, and various
constructions of a cosmic theme turn on metal
columns. But what is really striking is the fact
that all of these metal works of art are created
from metal waste material that John finds in
different metalworking enterprises. In his forge
on the shelves there are many boxes with iron
pieces of different forms: rings, balls, plates and
other items. All this dead material comes to life
and turns into various art forms.
While working with John Walter, I was
greatly surprised by his industriousness and
his selflessness to his craft. He feels proportions and mass ratio so very well; he has subtle
aesthetic taste. John is good at improvisation.
A lot of his works he has created without any
paper sketches, keeping a design in his creative
imagination. Most of his works are simple in
execution and can be easily reproduced.
I had a very unique opportunity to improvise
together with John Walter in his forge and to
create butterflies, which now fly about the garden of “Metal Eden.”

Yevhen Bohonok at work.
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withDereck Glaser
By Rob Edwards

D

ereck Glaser is the director and resident blacksmith instructor at The New England School
of Metalwork in Auburn, Maine. The school
holds workshops throughout the year on a wide variety
of blacksmithing and welding subjects.
RING: Dereck, I just finished a class here at your
school and I found it most interesting. Daniel Miller
was the instructor. The school facilities you have here
are certainly excellent. Tell me how this interesting
“marriage” came about between the Maine-Oxy acetylene Company and you.
DERECK: Prior to my moving to Maine for a different job, Maine-Oxy had several inquiries from customers as to where they could get the best training
for the equipment they had just purchased, whether
it was acetylene torches, a plasma cutter or whatever.
These inquiries kept building up over time and started
a little “fire” under the owner of Maine-Oxy acetylene,
Bruce Albiston, who is the third generation owner of
the company. The president, Dan Geurin, came to me
where I was teaching high school in Winthrop, Maine.
He proposed the following idea: “What do you think
about starting a school for blacksmithing?” Welding
had not been brought up at that point. I was leery that
these fellows from the welding industry—the nemesis
of the blacksmith industry—had any clue as to what
they were getting into. So I decided to ride along
and see what would happen. A lot of meetings and
discussions ensued on cost parameters, budgets, lists
of materials and equipment and other items it would
22
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take to get the place up and running. What would be
the size of the building? How many would we teach?
Those things were all addressed.
It was a year and a half in conception before we
even broke ground on the building. We put up a
brand new 40 x 60-foot building, then slowly started
seeing that half the school would be dedicated to the
welding and cutting industry, which is the mainstay
of Maine-Oxy. Also included would be the equipment
they sell and all the supplies they handle. The other
side of the school was going to be blacksmithing, but
not limited to that. It would be metalworking, whether
sculptural in nature or we’ve even discussed starting
a small foundry.
I was teaching metal arts, forging and sculpture at
the time at Winthrop High School when Maine-Oxy
came to me. I had a small three-forge studio at the
school. Maine-Oxy was my vendor who was bringing us the gases and supplies needed for the welding
classes.
RING: So this was an opportunity? Something
new?
DERECK: Well, it was a strange evolution. At first
I just saw another opportunity to broaden my horizons
as a blacksmith. Teaching in the public school was
great but a bit of a noose around my neck, as far as
being able to be creative and really pursue my love
for blacksmithing and the whole artistic aspect of it.
So I thought I might really be able to stay involved
in blacksmithing. They said they were busy running
Maine-Oxy and wanted to hand the job of setting up
the school entirely over to me. So I spent over a year
building everything in my studio—all the coal forge
tables and gas forges, all the vise stands and tool tables
and the layout tables. I went all over the state finding
post vises and making some good connections that
way, as far as tools. I set up accounts with vendors
who deal with blacksmithing tools and things like
that. That was the next big step. You couldn’t even
walk in my shop! I had seven forges set up, anvil
stands and stumps everywhere, while waiting for the
building to be completed.
RING: To begin at the beginning, at what age did
you start blacksmithing?
DERECK: I was around 12; I remember I was in
seventh grade—middle school—when I started.
RING: I read a local newspaper article about you
which stated that at 17 years of age you had your own
shop and succeeded in forging out a dagger.
DERECK: I was so tired of carrying tools from
the basement out into the yard. The only tool that
stayed outside was the anvil. I had made a deal with
my folks and had built a 12’x 12’ pole structure with

a wood floor and brick forge in the center. Instead
of playing football and baseball, that’s where I spent
most of my high school years.
RING: So your parents were very supportive of
you, then.
DERECK: Oh, yes. My mother is an artist and
quite a free thinker. She works in pastels, predominantly landscapes and seascapes. So she was fostering
blacksmithing as my artistic endeavor. My father
is a stock broker. He and I have always been very
hands on, and had a very well-equipped basement
workshop. I had been around there my whole life.
So he wasn’t seeing that it was metal, and dirty; to
him it was just a craft and he felt each person should
have a craft—something outside of work. Little did
he know I’d always be doing it! That’s why I went to
college, because he said I probably wouldn’t want to
be working with my hands, being dirty and sweaty
my whole life.
RING: And where did you go to college?
DERECK: I went to Ohio University in Athens, Ohio.
My degree is in industrial arts education.
RING: So then after you graduated from college,
what happened?
DERECK: Well, unfortunately, the year I graduated
the state of Ohio no longer mandated middle schools
or high schools to offer industrial arts as a part of
their core curriculum. So here it is May, I’m about to
graduate, sending out feelers for jobs. I find out that
the market is flooded with industrial arts teachers who
were just let go from their jobs because the schools
no longer had money to spend on Industrial Arts
programs anymore. There were no job prospects.
I had been working all through college break time at
Cincinnati Artistic Wrought Iron in Cincinnati, which
was where I lived. It was a 100-year old coach-making
blacksmithing shop that had turned to making church
goods in the mid-1900s. At the point where I stepped
in, they were doing a lot of interior furnishings: tables
and chairs, things like that. I was able to work with
some very knowledgeable Dutch blacksmiths who had
been in Cincinnati since they had come over from
Holland in their mid-60s. They were in their mid70s by the time I was working with them. They were
quite protective of their own knowledge—it was really
the old European school thinking. As they began to
see what I knew and how I could help them out, the
relationship between us improved.
RING: How long did you spend there?
DERECK: I was there for four years total, on and
off during college. That business was bought by
Stewart Iron Works in Covington, Kentucky. Stewart’s forged all the jail cells for Alcatraz prison. So I

didn’t think that was going to be much fun, a lot of
stick work—straight stock and welding. But they had
purchased Cincinnati Artistic Wrought Iron to fulfill
a need in that area for ornamental work, specifically
restoration work. And I got to restore all the ironwork
on President Taft’s house in downtown Cincinnati,
Ohio. They got a commission to do some ironwork
for Disneyland. They had some fairly decent sales and
marketing people and they earned large commissions
from department stores, making display cases and display tables. So it was a real hodgepodge of jobs, to say
the least, from having to reproduce acanthus leaves
and balusters on President Taft’s house—which were
all very historically unique and had to be done accurately—to production work for department stores.
I was at Stewart Iron Works until 1994, then moved
to Garwood, New Jersey, to manage a blacksmithing
shop there, Grainey Metal Design.
It was high-end architectural work. It was the best
of both worlds as far as traditional and contemporary
joinery. We were doing things with equal amounts of
mortise and tenon and mig welding. I was holding
myself to the highest level of being able to execute the
welding on things so that it was not apparent. It was
similar to how a lot of people are doing things today,
using technology to their advantage but not letting
it be so apparent that it detracts from the traditional
look of something. In my opinion, this is how this
world has to adjust.
RING: So that’s where you learned
this balance between welding and forging, then.
DERECK: Yes, I was really able to
hone my skills in that balance—finding the quickest way to do things in
conjunction with traditional joinery,
whether it’s producing a couple of
hundred pickets with tenons on each
end or slitting and drifting dozens and
dozens of holes, using technology to
help with that. We used punch presses
and air tools to punch holes and things
like that. Still, the focus was giving the
customer a traditionally executed piece,
but maybe not using the traditional processes per se.
RING: During that period of time you
mentioned you worked on a huge estate
and one of the things that you made
was a door to a wine cellar. And you
took that to Alfred, New York, and it
was judged Best of Show in the 1996
ABANA conference Gallery.

Front entry doors. Forged
and fabricated steel with
gilded highlights. 6' x 15'.
Done while head blacksmith/
manager at Grainey Metal
Design.
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Balcony railing. Forged and
fabricated steel with gilding.
3' x 4' x 10'. Done while head
blacksmith/manager at Grainey
Metal Design.
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DERECK: Yes, that was a thrill. I hadn’t anticipated
that they were going to be handing out any kind of
honors or awards at the conference. And that was
the only conference I’ve ever been to, before or since,
where ABANA, through the chapter that organized
it, honored people for their accomplishments. It was
a pinnacle point for me. My picture standing with
Dorothy Stiegler was in The Anvil’s Ring and it still
gives me chills when I think about it. I was very proud
of the piece and the way I had executed it, and the fact
that all the finish for the interior work at that estate
was done based on Yellin’s and Francis Whitaker’s
recipe of every surface being hand sanded lightly and
the linseed oil/beeswax finish applied. Of course, you
can’t hide things. When you paint a surface you can
hide welds and mistakes with joinery. But when it’s
the bare metal, it’s right there in front of you. I was
very proud of the piece.
RING: Tell us about that finish. You said linseed
oil, beeswax and turpentine. Did Samuel Yellin and
Francis Whitaker have their own specific formula?
DERECK: I was using Francis’ formula, which was
two parts boiled linseed oil, one part turpentine, 1/2
part beeswax and a touch of Japan Dryer. When you
cook it together it’s more of a paste. It is applied
while still warm, but not so warm that it changes the
coloration of the material, because you really want
the sheen of that sanded metal to still be there. You
don’t want to take it to a black heat where you’ve
got that gunmetal gray. You want a shiny, burnished
metal underneath this coating.
You heat it to a couple hundred degrees—enough so
the finish will flow and soak in, but not to the point
where you’ve discolored the metal.
I would like to see ABANA continue to honor people
at the conferences. At that particular one, if you recall,
they had several different awards, some legitimate,
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others were just for fun. They gave awards in the
Gallery for a sculptural area, a functional area and a
nonfunctional area. And it was a good thing to see
people whom you never read about get up in front of
everyone and be recognized for their work.
RING: That was something the local host blacksmithing group did at that conference. ABANA’s philosophy has always been to shy away from competitive
awards. They do recognize the Wally Award and they
give out the Bealer Award, which is quite prestigious,
to someone who has done a lot for the organization.
They haven’t really, as an organization, recognized
individual blacksmiths per se.
DERECK: It was very nice of the local blacksmithing organization, however, to do that at that conference. It would be a nice thing to see continue.
RING: You have already had an exceptional array
of instructors here at the New England School of Metalwork.
DERECK: Yes, we have. This is our first workshop season; the summer of 2002 was the first year
we brought in instructors. And the school has been
opened almost two years.
RING: So prior to the summer of 2002 you were
primarily the instructor, then.
DERECK: Yes, that’s correct. I started full time
in June, 2000, when I finished my contract with
the public high school. I am the resident blacksmith
instructor so I hold the evening classes and winter
classes. Bringing in the talent and having the cooperation of the blacksmiths who come here to a new
school, way up here in this corner of the country, has
been challenging. I can see blacksmiths being leery
of a brand-new blacksmith facility, thinking they’re
probably only going to find a couple of forges out
in the country in Maine. So I think people have
been pleasantly surprised to see what an expansive
and bright space we have here. It’s clean and fully
equipped, so they are also impressed with that.
RING: Yes, the work stations are incredibly
equipped.
DERECK: I’m falling behind a bit in having some of
the unique hand tools. I need to bone up on top and
bottom tools and get in a larger selection of chisels,
punches and drifts. That has held up some workshops
where we didn’t have the right-size drift or punch.
But that’s actually good, because the students will
stop and make one and it becomes another lesson
learned in the workshop.
RING: Sure.
DERECK: Other than that, the school is fully
equipped. I think after another year of workshops
it will be completely equipped so that anyone could

come here and do almost anything they wanted.
RING: Who were the instructors you had this season?
DERECK: In May Charley Orlando did his infamous
beginners’ class.
RING: Why do you say infamous?
DERECK: Because Charley loves teaching beginners. There are a lot of talented smiths, but they
don’t like teaching beginners because it is challenging. Charley’s background is in education, so it fits
in perfectly. In June we had Jeff Mohr from Florida
teaching about making fire tools. Doug Wilson, who
is a local on Deer Isle, Maine, did tong making for a
three-day class. And July was light, predominantly
because many people are taking their vacations that
month. But Bob Compton was here and taught traditional joinery. August was a killer month—we held
four workshops: Bill Fiorini, Jonathan Nedbor, Dan
Radven and Daniel Miller were the instructors. They
run the gamut of age groups and disciplines, right
there. Ed Mack came to do copper fold forming, which
is a nice departure from being in the forge and it’s still
a metalworking class. It has more of a jewelry-type
aspect to it. Bob Bergman held a five-day power
hammer class on producing tooling, which wound
up the year 2002.
RING: That was quite a lineup.
DERECK: Yes, and we had good response. Actually,
I had sent out letters of invitation to about 60 blacksmiths whom I felt represented a very good cross-section of different techniques, ideas and design concepts.
The response was very supportive and I wasn’t even
able to get through my call-backs to all 60 people,
because I had filled the schedule for the summer. The
work after that is maintaining the contact, getting the
contracts out to the instructors–things like that. That
takes a lot of time. And added to that is getting the
write-ups done for a catalog to go out.
RING: So in the meantime there are welding classes
going on. How does that work? Does Maine-Oxy run
that part or do you?
DERECK: The first year I ran it and helped with
some outside instructors. Obviously the workload
in teaching both was impossible. This past May I
hired Warren Swan, who is now the resident welding instructor here, full time. And it has opened up
a whole other world to us as far as how the welding
side of the school can grow. With me being the sole
instructor, things elevated to a level at which they
couldn’t go any further, just based on one person’s
time. So with Warren here someone may come in
who wants to learn how to gas-weld chrome-moly
steel for aircraft. Up to now it had been a situation

where we’d say, ‘We’ll put your name on a list and if
I get a few more people perhaps we can form a class
to justify an outside instructor coming in.’ But with a
full-time welding instructor here now, we offer tutorial
in any number of techniques and processes. So if a
person wants something quite specific, we can give
it to him or her. And students can book as much or
as little time as they want for something. I do that as
well on the blacksmithing side. It could be any sort
of blacksmithing or forging of ornamental work, as
well as any type of welding or cutting.
RING: So what I’m envisioning is some blacksmith
bidding a project and all of a sudden realizing he or
she doesn’t have the skills to make it a truly efficient
job. They could come here and get a quick week of
training, then go back home and do the job with the
additional knowledge they’ve received here.
DERECK: Yes; he or she may realize that to do
that job they really need to TIG weld, for example. If
you go to a community college for that training it is
going to take months because it’s usually one night
a week, very methodical, and their programs are very
set. We are fortunate to have the flexibility where an
individual can come in within a couple of weeks’ notice
and book time geared to exactly what they need. The
support of Maine-Oxy right behind us with equipment
and supplies for whatever we need is magical.
Maine-Oxy is unique in the fact that they seem to
do almost everything: they fill tanks, generate gas,
and many other things.
They produce acetylene for a huge portion of New
England, if not
all. They have
a large demand
for their business in hydrotesting
tanks
and re-qualifying tanks here at
the local facility.
Another division
of Maine-Oxy is
devoted to rare
industrial gases
and calibration
gases for industry. They do bulk
filling of oxygen,
argon, helium,
nitrogen,
and
hydrogen. They
provide much of the state of Maine with all the different types of liquid packs for hospitals and things

Vine sign hanger. Forged steel.
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Detail of sign bracket. Forged steel.
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like that. So it’s not just welding, it’s gases.
RING: It seems to be such an ideal setup, where
you’ve got the blacksmith and the welding school associated with a company that supplies the gases; it’s a
mutually beneficial and symbionic relationship.
DERECK: Yes, it most definitely is symbionic
to be sure. And it goes beyond gases. There’s the
equipment. If we need three more oxygen-acetylene
torches for heating or cutting, they’re there. If we don’t
have a plasma capable of cutting six-inch plate for a
company that may come in and needs to train some
employees, we can get one. If we need grinding disks
they’re there for us. Maine-Oxy is the school’s store.
In the same respect, Maine-Oxy has been using the
school as their showroom and they have gotten many
accounts from the competition because the school is
here for training.
RING: It sure would be nice to
see this kind of relationship develop
across the country with different companies.
DERECK: Well, to open a school is
not a short-term proposition, profitwise. There is a reason that most of the
schools for blacksmithing and crafts
are nonprofit organizations, because
the line is very fine. The owner of
Maine-Oxy is unique in the respect
that it is solely owned by one person.
And he feels very strongly about giving back to the community, the individuals and the companies that have
kept his company going. We were
close to breaking even in our first
year but in his mind, the return in
other ways that cannot be calculated
is off the chart—just the support of
other companies and the industries
in general that they deal with has
been satisfying enough to him that
he feels okay with it. We don’t have
the welding side up to full steam as
yet. The plans are to bring the welding
side of the school up to being AWS certified. That
is, having a facility that is certified by the American
Welding Society to do weld certification and testing.
There is only one other place that certifies welders in
New England and that is in Bangor, Maine. So we’re
looking to tap that market. The owners of Maine-Oxy
and I feel very strongly that the welding side will end
up, probably within the next two years, being quite
profitable.
RING: If you were a blacksmith who had his own
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shop and was doing commercial forge work, how would
you start out as far as what equipment you would
need to invest in?
DERECK: Well, it’s a mixed bag based on what
you’re planning to do. But I’d say one of the most
versatile tools, besides your anvil, hammer and forge,
would have to be an oxyacetylene setup. It has the
capability of cutting, heating, and welding right there.
And it’s probably one of the most under-utilized pieces
of equipment. Many blacksmiths either cut with it or
just heat with it. But you can braze with it and you
can get different attachments for motorized cutting to
where you have machine-quality cuts by hand. For
ornamental work, I’d have to say that MIG or TIG
would have to be the next investment I would make.
It’s up to each individual to find out how much in
each world he or she wants to be. It’s a different world
from when Samuel Yellin was doing work. You could
get away then with just hot-collaring work to hold
things together, but in today’s society if that collar
fails and those scrolls slip and a gate or a balcony
fails, you’re in deep trouble. The assurance of having
a nice, penetrating MIG or TIG weld underneath the
collar is merely a matter of security, as far as I can see.
The collar is still there; it’s still put on hot.
RING: So it gives the piece structural integrity,
then.
DERECK: Yes. I think artist-blacksmiths can build
a lot more integrity into their work now with today’s
technology. The use of torches and plasma cutters to
produce shapes and designs and plate wasn’t available
back in Yellin’s time.
RING: You mentioned pattern cutting with oxyacetylene. Could you explain that further?
DERECK: There are several different cutting
wheels. There are mechanized torches which are
essentially a hand torch with a small, variable speed
motorized wheel on it. You can set the speed of the
travel for the thickness of the material you’re cutting.
You start your cut with just a single wheel and you
can do any sort of free-form cutting. You pull the
trigger and the cutting starts and the wheel starts.
But it will only move as fast as it should move for
that material’s thickness. So you have essentially a
hand-guided machine cut. By machine cut I mean
the quality of the cut if your tips are in good shape
and your regulators are set appropriately. Then you
will have cuts that rival plasma. In fact, the school
offers an accurate oxy-fuel cutting class instructed
by David McLaughlin who is from Liberty, Maine.
He is a master cutter. I’ve had representatives from
Hypo-Therm, the plasma company, come in and look
at what he does and how he does it. They just shake

their heads in disbelief because plasma is revolutionary, but the cutting you can get with the torch set
up properly does rival plasma—there is no slag, no
deformity; it’s really amazing.
RING: The classes offered in welding and blacksmithing are quite diversified here and students have
the opportunity to attend scheduled classes as well as
individual instruction in both.
DERECK: The mainstay of the welding is that we
break it up into one-day classes and extended classes.
There are one-day classes in MIG, TIG, arc welding,
gas apparatus, safety and welding safety. There is the
accurate oxy-fuel class and a plasma class, which are
taught by reps from Hypo-Therm. Their knowledge
in the technology of plasma cutting is outstanding, so
we don’t even try to do that one ourselves. And then
we have extended classes that run anywhere from 7
to 15 weeks, depending on the process, in MIG, TIG
and arc welding. We offer classes for certification
in plate, pipe certification, and classes in different
materials: aluminum, stainless steel, and steel. We’ve
done some workshops in titanium—things like that.
Maine seems to be quite open to adopting some of
the new, exotic methods of welding now coming in,
which is interesting to see. A lot of shops in Maine
provide specialty welding of fixtures for the oil industry. And they use a lot of different, exotic methods
which are completely foreign to me but not to our
welding instructor.
RING: What instructors do you have lined up for
this 2003 season?
DERECK: It looks like we’ll have Jeff Mohr, Doug
Wilson, Walt Scadden, Peter Happny, Warren Holzman, Charley Orlando and Brian Gilbert, to name
some. I’d like to have Maegan Crowley up here, who
is now the resident blacksmith at Peters Valley Craft
Center in Layton, New Jersey. She and I have known
each other for awhile. I think what she is doing with
vessels and her forms are quite fresh and innovative.
Lee Kosow of Corning, New York, is leading a gas forge
building workshop in September. I don’t want to limit
the school to blacksmithing. It is a school of metalwork. (Ed Mack, for instance, is doing fold forming,
which initially was not so much of an innovation but
was brought to the forefront by Charles Lewton-Brain
at the Alfred ABANA Conference, where I first saw
him demonstrate. You hit the stuff with the hammer
and you’re annealing it, but it’s not a blacksmithing
thing.) So I really want to keep the school open to all
sorts of sculptural forms of metalworking.
Dan Radven’s class here was really neat because
they worked with a lot of plate and found material
forged into different forms—taking pitted and rusted

material whether it be angle iron or I-beam and making cuts and bends and forming them so that it’s
non-recognizable. It would also be nice if Ed Mack
could return and do a more advanced fold-forming
class. This one is going to touch on fold forms in
iron, not just copper, but he’s eager to keep pushing
the envelope of doing those fold forms in different
materials. I have great aspirations to try to get Tom
Joyce from New Mexico here. I spoke with him at
length and he had expressed interest, but was on a
two-year sabbatical from teaching at the time. I do
have a long list of people I intend to contact.
RING: Fortunately you’ve been around metalworking
and blacksmithing long enough to know who’s who and
there are wonderful people out there who are willing
to share their knowledge and teach others. So that’s
one of the very nice things about metalwork in this day
and age, that instruction is readily accessible.
For you personally, you are about ready to move
into your own workshop.
DERECK: I’m trying to get it ready. I started last
February breaking ground back in the middle of the
orchard at home. The building is there and is being
insulated and having the windows put in. However,
things are so busy at the studio where I’m presently
renting that I cannot stop things for the few months
I need to move all the equipment and set things up
again. It’s a situation that I’m sure a lot of blacksmiths
have had to deal with in making a move to another
shop. It’s just going to be a very busy time.
RING: When the time comes you’ll certainly know
who can offer advice to you as far as different problems
regarding your own creative processes.
DERECK: Absolutely. We are metalworkers—some
of us consider ourselves artists. We have to produce
what we’re thinking and feeling and I believe we
shouldn’t be bound by the laws and rules of an ancient
craft, when we have other means available to us to
work with metal. It comes down to a person doing
work that is sincere to one’s audience and doing work
in a fashion that keeps you true to yourself—that you
can live with and be proud of. People have to adopt
new technology; it is not going away. And I don’t
think we can ever forget the roots of our craft, from
the hammer, forge and anvil traditional aspects. I think
it is becoming time to embrace both if we wish to.
There are blacksmiths out there who butcher a mortise
and tenon, but run a bead of weld beautifully. And
there are those out there who are doing mortise and
tenons, and can’t run a bead at all! It’s my feeling
that there needs to be a marriage of both technologies.
As brilliant and mind-blowing as Daniel Miller’s work
is (see The Anvil’s Ring, Winter 2003, Interview with
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withDereck Glaser
Detail of 4' long handrail.

NC Whisper Low Boy
craftsman. The work doesn’t speak to the process; it
speaks for itself.
RING: Thank you so much for all the information
you’ve shared with us today, Dereck.
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Stephen Bondi
Elizabeth Brim
Gary Brown
Fred Caylor
E.A. Chase
Tim Cisneros
Doug Hendrickson
Toby Hickman
Tom Joyce
Bruce Northridge
Bob Patrick
Bill Pieh
John Rais
Frank Turley
Francis Whitaker

Go to www.anvilmag.com
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• Exclusive, high-efficiency burners • Uniform Heat... Self-regulating to 2350˚
• Quick recovery... heats and reheats metal very quickly
• Flexible...rear bar stock door allows heating sections of bar stock (optional on some models)
• Fuel of choice...comes fitted for propane but may be configured for natural gas
• Transportable...light weight and quick cooling • Push-button ignition
• Hose, gauge and regulator included • No blower required

NC Whisper Daddy
Model #2

com
For Interviews with:

Gas-Fired Blacksmith Forges

• Quality assured...we stand behind our products

w.

4' long handrail. Forged/fabricated
steel and bronze cap. Natural wax
finish.

Daniel Miller), there is never a weld showing. He spent
one-fourth of his time with his students TIG welding
and explaining it, setting it up, cleaning the joint,
figuring it out ahead of time. And cleaning it—doing
it neatly—cleaning it again. Make it disappear. He’s
not using welding as a design aspect in his work,
he’s using it to secure things. And that’s primarily
been my belief. Welding is to secure things. It’s a
supportive process in regard to the joinery and the
collars and, in Daniel’s case, the wedges and mortise
and tenons. You can’t tell by looking at his work the
processes he uses and that, to me, is the sign of a true

Editor’s Note:
Since the interview, Dereck has finished his studio at
home. As a result of feeling the security and strength
of finally having a place to make his own, Dereck has
been pursuing specific work. A proposal he submitted won a Percent for Art commission from a new
high school in his area. The year-long commission
is the break he has been looking for to break into the
art market of New England and to further equip the
studio. Dereck spent the winter introducing a one-ton
bridge crane into his studio, two strategically located
jib booms, and an interestingly engineered side draft
coal forge. He is seeing now, even after 18 years of
full-time smithing, that having his own space will
allow his adventure into the craft to begin.

• Rapid recovery time for
quick turn-around
• Ideal for knife makers
and smithing procedures
•Uses 4 - 6 lbs of propane
per hour

• Three-burner forge
• Low profile/Open end ports
• 3"H x 9"D x 12"W Firebox
• 2" x 3" Bar stock ports
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“we make satisfied customers”
Used power hammers
reconditioned and ready for use

Wheelwright’s tools

• Three-burner forge
• 6"H x 9"D x 12"W Firebox
• 2" x 3" Rear bar stock door
• 3" x 4" opening in door
• Also available with open
end port

• This unit works well for
production of larger
objects or when a large
number of small parts need
to be heated at one time.

Hard-to-find blacksmith tools
Anvils of all types and sizes
Rare and out-of-print books on
blacksmithing & metalwork
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call today:

(302) 539-6274 or 539-5344
Bill Gichner
Ocean View, DE 19970

NC Tool Company, Inc.
6133 Hunt Road
Pleasant Garden, NC 27313
1-800-446-6498
Visit our web site at: www.nctoolco.com
Write or call for a free catalog
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Tom Latané with his finished
Neptune and sturgeon.

Photographs by George Lottermoser © 2001 Lottermoser

Front of finished gate

Neptune Gate
Neptune and Sturgeon Top Construction
By Tom Latané
Part Two

I

was very pleased to be invited to join
Dan Nauman and Eric Moebius on
the Neptune Gate project for the Villa
Terrace Decorative Arts Museum in Milwaukee. It seemed a perfect arrangement,
whereby I could be part of a project of a
scale I could not have considered alone,
making elements about which I was most
enthusiastic.
During the design process, when we
exchanged sketches, I was most inspired
by the idea of an arch-crowned entablature inspired by the Italian lunettes
pictured in Geerlings’ Wrought Iron in
30
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Architecture. I envisioned a repoussé
Neptune with a negative backside,
shielded from view by a scallop shell
behind him, as the central element within
the arch. I thought I could produce a pair
of full-body sturgeon to flank him using,
on a larger scale, a technique I learned in
a jewelry class, where a two-sided die is
used to make matching body halves.
I originally considered tackling the
entire entablature, but was relieved when
Eric suggested he produce the arch frame
and Dan the scrolls above and below.
Eric asked me to produce the small fish

at either end of the entablature which I
thought could be forged from solid, as a
change from all the repoussé. When Eric
presented the finished drawing, the figure of Neptune was more dynamic than
any I had sketched, but I was concerned
that one arm dropped below the shell I
had designed to conceal Neptune’s negative back. This change did eliminate the
challenge of an arm crossing Neptune’s
stomach as I had designed it; however,
I felt I was ready for the challenge of an
arm in front of the body, but could not
imagine a fully formed arm and hand.

I prepared a full-size drawing and sent
copies to Eric and Villa Terrace for their
consent. I ordered pure iron, just shy of
1/8 inch thick, for Neptune and the shell,
and purchased 14-gauge draw-quality
steel from blacksmith Kirsten Skiles for
the halves of the sturgeon bodies. I spent
a day with Kirsten, coaching me to prepare further for the project.
To warm up I decided to start with the
shell. It seemed the least detailed and I
thought getting it done quickly would
get me off to a nice start. The beginning
was actually discouraging. Making the
shell (and all the tools necessary to form
the valleys and ridges) took six weeks. I
began by producing a half-size trial piece
in lighter steel. Suspecting that the flutes
in the shell surface would draw in the
steel, I measured the roughly finished
piece against the pattern to come up with
a ratio for shrinkage. The pattern for the
large shell was increased by this ratio so it
would end up the correct size when fluted.
Unfortunately, it did not. The thicker iron
apparently stretched as the flutes were
formed, rather than drawing in as the
thinner steel had. Or maybe the shell drew
in, but planishing stretched it back out.
Whatever the case, I had to cut off about
as much when it was done as I had added
in the beginning. Continuing the process,
I cut out the shell profile using the Beverly

[The shell] seemed
the least detailed and
I thought getting it
done quickly would get
me off to a nice start.
Making the shell (and
all the tools necessary
to form the valleys and
ridges) took six weeks.

shear and chisels. After filing the edges
I was ready to dish the plate by sinking
into the hollowed end of a stump. The
shell, being too large to heat at the forge,
was placed over a campfire in the yard. It
was November when this was started and
after burning much wood and consuming
much hot cocoa, my apprentice Katherine
Hinderlie and I decided a plain fire was
not hot enough. We dug a tuyere into
the ground (which had thawed) and took
the blower into the yard. This gave us
the heat to sink the shell shape with one
person using two pairs of tongs and the
other hammering. A smooth curve was
formed which was deeper at the base of
the shell. It was planished evenly, but not
perfectly, prior to fluting. The fluting
was done cold.
A tool was made of coil spring steel
bent into a “V” shape, then curved to a
tighter radius than the shell dish, and fit
into the vise with the angle of the “V”
touching the backside at the jaw. (Fig.
#1) By holding the shell over the tool
in the vise a flute of decreasing width
could be formed by hammering the iron

Back of finished gate.
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Fig. #1
“V” tool in vise

Neptune was begun
by sinking hot over
Figure of Neptune cut out and given some volume
by sinking hot over a depression in a stump and
working over stakes.

Face has been shaped further over stakes. I concentrated first on the arm across the chest, as I was
most concerned about this challenge.

Face has been filled with pitch and metal forced
into the nose from both sides and below.

the hollowed stump
and raising cold over
stakes. The cavity thus
formed on the back
was then filled with
pitch and Neptune was
stuck, face up, to a
pitch stump.
Fig. #2

Edges of beard and hair established. Nose refined.
Eyes, brows and lips given shape. Work has been
done from both front and back. Sometimes a little
simple bumping out from behind could be done
over oil- based clay rather than pitch, which involves
heating and cooling.

Beard waves are marked off. Finer fullers and tools
with square or slightly more acute edges have been
used to more sharply define eyes, eyebrows and
hairline.

Bottom of crown has been planished more smoothly
and edges sharpened. Soon after this, a crack began
to form at each side. Waves in beard more refined.

Eyes and nose have been finished as well as lips.
Waves in beard have been planished to crisp ridges.
Lines have begun to be chased in beard hair and
eyebrows.

Face is finished and so is crown. Piercing was done
with drill and jeweler’s saw. Small bosses are actually
rivets. Shells are embossed. Cracked arm has been
removed.

New arm has been added. Shell necklace has been
embossed. Scales have been chased on waist. Right
hand has been pulled away from body and gap
filled.
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down into the wide end of the “V” and
rocking toward the narrow end. For this,
a special straight pein hammer had to
be made. This process produced rounded
valley flutes. My plan was to produce
flutes with squared valleys and rounded
ridges for contrast. I made a hardie tool
with a tapered square edge which lay on
the face of the Anvil. (Fig. #2) A couple
of shorter, wider tools were made for the
upper ends of the flutes.
Carrying my only forge blower outside
to anneal the shell, then inside to forge
stakes or hammers became tiresome, so I
purchased a propane/oxygen torch outfit
with a large rosebud tip. I chose propane
as fuel because I could refill my tank right
in town, though I had to drive 11 miles
to exchange my oxygen bottle.
Rounded and teardrop stakes were
made to planish the round ridges of
the flutes, and this went well. Planishing the square edges of the valleys was
frustrating because what looked good
on one side (the concave side) showed
unwanted tool marks on the reverse
side. There was a lot of back and forth.
To make things more difficult, the shell
was heavy enough that, except when I
worked the center, I could not balance
the weight accurately over the stake with
one hand. When Katherine (apprentice)
or Catherine (wife) or Frances (daughter)
were not available to help hold, I used
a bucket of scrap steel on a rope over a
pulley and clamped to the opposite side
of the shell to reduce the weight.
Frustrated with the tool marks the
stakes were leaving on the outside of
the shell, I finished planishing the outside
with pitch on the inside. Bob Walsh, to
whom I turn often when I need help, gave
me a large plug of roofing tar/asphalt,
which breaks like obsidian when struck
with a hammer. I melted it and added
iron oxide and lard until I had a material
which I could hammer on when cool.

Recipes call for brick dust or plaster, but
I thought iron oxide might conduct the
heat more readily to the inside when
heated on the surface. This material
was much cheaper than jewelers’ pitch,
of which I was glad, considering the
amount I burned or lost on the floor.
Bob helped me flatten the perimeter of
the shell, when planishing was done, by
clamping it to a steel table and heating
areas with the torch while I coaxed the
shell into place with a wooden mallet.
To practice for the figure of Neptune
I formed a full-size section of his arm
across his chest. I did not complete it
before I felt confident enough to start
on Neptune.
I hired Bob Walsh to cut out the pattern
larger than I had drawn it so I could raise
edges as well as sink the center. I was
concerned I could not handle the mass
of material were I to leave the pattern
uncut, as in the approach Kirsten uses.
The advantage to Kirsten’s high- relief
chasing method is that material can be
pulled from the waste areas which are
only cut away at the very end. (I did get
a chance to try this technique later.)
Neptune was begun by sinking hot
over the hollowed stump and raising cold
over stakes. The cavity thus formed on
the back was then filled with pitch and
Neptune was stuck, face up, to a pitch
stump. I had neither enough pitch nor
enough area on the end of the stump to
mount all of Neptune at once, so I worked
on areas of his figure. Head and shoulders
or arm and chest were filled with pitch
and mounted while braces secured with
more pitch supported the rest of the body
to lessen shock.
The pitch was broken up and chunks
melted over the fire in an old cast iron
pan. The iron figure was heated to help
the pitch stick. Semi-molten chunks were
used to build dams to confine the pitch to
the area to be worked. More semi-molten
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Fig. #3

The basic body form
Replacement arm dished, filled with pitch, and stuck
to plank.

Material has been forced from sides toward arm,
pushing arm outwards. Some sinking has also been
done to enhance shape.

Completed replacement arm before cutting away
waste. Edges of rectangle show how material has
been pulled toward arm.

was completed first
and then details such
as the scales and
shells on the crown
and necklace were
pushed out further and
detailed. Though I had
taken pains to prevent
vibration, fractures did
develop repeatedly

Arm cut out, ready to be welded to torso. I did
reduce the size of the wrist bone bulge later.

At some late stage I realized that if I affixed
Neptune to a pitch- covered plank rather than my
stump, he could be carried into the heated part of
the building.

at the base of the
crown and on the
outstretched arm.
Fig. #4
Planishing tool
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chunks were pushed into the melted pitch
in the back of the figure to speed cooling and reduce shrinkage. The repoussé
work was begun with rounded tools,
then details sharpened with tools with
square edges or angles no sharper than
45°. The planishing tool I used the most
has a square foot with two adjacent edges
well rounded, one less round, and the toe
square. In my cold shop I had to keep
the pitch warm enough that it wouldn’t
crack as soon as it was struck. If I controlled the temperature well, the pitch
would separate from the iron when the
iron had moved enough that it was ready
to be annealed. After working the front, I
would mark it with crayon where material needed to be pushed from behind.
Then the front would be put down in the
pitch on the stump. More lard was added
to the pitch as repeated melting burned
off oils and reduced its elasticity.
The basic body form was completed
first and then details such as the scales,
and shells on the crown and necklace
were pushed out further and detailed.
Though I had taken pains to prevent
vibration, fractures did develop repeatedly at the base of the crown and on the
outstretched arm. Bob Walsh used strips
cut from pure iron as rod for welding the
cracks. Cracks in the crown were welded
several times before the face was completed. The outstretched arm was barely
begun. Fearing I would fight cracks the
entire way and perhaps create others,
I cut the arm off mid-biceps. I became
enthusiastic about using the approach
I learned from Kirsten for the arm. The
pattern was transferred to a rectangular
pure iron sheet with light punch marks.
Without cutting out the pattern I sunk a
larger area than the pattern over wood
blocks. The void was filled with pitch and
the whole stuck to a pitch-covered plank.
Rounded fuller-shaped tools (Kirsten
describes them as thumb-shaped) were

used to draw material towards the center from the waste area outside the pattern. (Fig. #3) This method leaves the
metal thicker in the middle while raising the edges of Neptune, leaving the
metal thickest at the edges. Like Neptune
and the shell, the arm was worked from
the front and back alternately until the
form was developed. When the hand was
roughly formed, the spaces between the
fingers were pushed in, first with blunt,
then sharper tools.
I had hoped to make Neptune of a single piece without fabricating, but, having had cracks and a new arm welded, I
continued to employ Bob’s welding skills
to make improvements. I cut one side of
Neptune’s neck where I was afraid the
metal would get too thin, and made a
gusset for Bob to weld into the space
where I spread the cut. To bring Neptune’s
right hand out further without too much
thinning I cut around it, pulled it away
from the body, and forged pieces for Bob
to weld into the spaces. The welds were
ground, filed and planished.
There was some struggling to get Neptune and the shell to fit into the arch with
the trident protruding above the arch.
Besides Neptune’s right hand having
been pulled out, more parts of his hip and
the base of the shell had to be trimmed to
fit the channel. The trident slid through
both hands and was screwed to the hip
from behind with a stainless bolt. The
sturgeons were formed with heads, (made
like toes of boots,) fit over bodies made
in two halves fastened to a central plate,
which included tails and dorsal fins as
well as anchoring tabs. The heads were
formed over stakes, then filled with pitch
so the eyes and cheeks could be detailed.
The body halves were die formed. From
my drawing Bob welded up a die of 1/2”
x 1 1/2” steel which was open on both
sides so one half of each fish body could
be formed from either side. Tabs were
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The 4th Biennial Upper Midwest Regional Blacksmithing Conference
welded to the edge of the die for clamping
the metal to be formed. Bob and I worked
together, one handling the torch and the
other the hammer. I made large cross peinshaped mallets of maple for sinking the
body halves.
For the first pass the 14-gauge drawquality steel was clamped to only one side
of the die so that metal could be pulled
into the form rather than stretching from
the start. After as much metal as needed
had been pushed down into the die, angled
blows formed a sharp corner on all edges.
(Fig. #5) The sheet outside the die was
trimmed to form a flange with which each
side was fastened to the center plate and
other side. Except where fins protruded on
the center plate, all three layers of flange
were cut to simulate the rows of horny
protrusions that sturgeon have above and
below. The bony plates on the sturgeons’
sides were chased in over pitch on each
half after planishing. During fitting, the
halves were bolted together.
Before final assembly with rivets, the
insides of the fish were sandblasted to
take the paint into which they would be
dipped. Pectoral fins were riveted on each
side. Neptune, the shell and the sturgeon
were painted separately and then screwed
into the arch before it was placed above
the gates.
Each of the smaller fish was forged from
Fig. #5

1” square pure iron, upset toward the head
and tapered toward the tail. The bar was
flattened on the diamond, the snout forged
and the body curved. The eyes, scales and
gills were all chased in cold with the fish
anchored to the pitch stump. Fins were set
in chiseled grooves, planished tight and
silver soldered. The tails were set in splits
at the ends of the bodies.
I had promised to demonstrate at the
Norwegian festival in Decorah, Iowa, on
the date Eric and Dan chose to install the
gates at the Villa Terrace Decorative Arts
Museum, so didn’t see the efforts of the
group finished and assembled until the ribbon-cutting ceremony. One hopes that the
struggles and frustration involved in a
piece are left in the shop when a project
goes out the door and all that the public
sees appears to have gone together effortlessly because everything was designed
and executed just as it should be. In the
shop I was still aware of the patches of skin
burned by hot pitch, fatigue from lying
awake nights worrying that it wouldn’t
work, and fingers blistered from guiding
chasing tools. When I saw the completed
gates, so appropriate to their spot at the
foot of the garden, across from Lake Michigan, I felt immense pride and satisfaction.

July 18 - 20, 2003

at Thresherman’s Reunion Park • Pontiac, Illinois
Featured Demonstrators are:

Pickled sturgeon shown to me by friend who is
retired biology professor.

Beginning Blacksmith Class, Family Classes & Tours, Auction,
Open Forging, Local Demonstrators, Art Gallery, Iron in the Hat, Saturday Night Dinner,
Vendors, Tailgate Sales & “Trade Item!”

Information & Registration Online at www.umrbc.org

Two-sided die, formed and welded by Bob Walsh, to
be used in forming sturgeon body.

Contact: John or Lee Anne Biewer 847.746.2470 with questions
To register by mail: leebiewer@sprintmail.com
Sponsored by:

Indiana Blacksmithing Association, Illinois Valley Blacksmithing Association and
Upper Midwest Blacksmith Association

A N V I L S
Sturgeon body half sunk in die.

Sinking in 2-sided die for fish body

One hopes that the struggles and frustration
involved in a piece are left in the shop when a
project goes out the door and all that the public
sees appears to have gone together effortlessly
because everything was designed and executed
just as it should be.

Chuck Patrick - Tool Making
and Mokume Gane
Clay Spencer - Traditional Joinery
with Treadle Hammer
Kirk Sullens - Natural forms in
Sheet, “Deep Relief ” Technique

Factory Power Hammer
Replacement Parts

European made,
one-piece cast tool steel
6 lbs to 550 lbs
Sturgeon body half with embossed diamond plates
(below); full sturgeon body before flange has been
trimmed (above).

Forge & Anvil
Metal Studio
1411 King Street North, Box 549
St. Jacobs, Ontario N0B 2N0
Canada

Ph: 519.664.3622
Fax: 519.664.1828

www.forgeandanvil.com
E-mail: info@forgeandanvil.com
Finished Neptune and sturgeon.
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Little Giant
Mayer Bros.

NOW
AVAILABLE:
Crucible S-1
Atha Pneu
3/4”, 5/8”, 1”
2-foot lengths

We can do repairs on any or all
components of your
Little Giant front assembly.
Call for details.
Call or write for new parts list

Little Giant
h. “sid” suedmeier
420 4th corso
nebraska city, NE 68410
402/873-6603
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Build a Fire, They Will Come
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very other year in Central inspired by the treadle hammer from forges lifts into the air and
Illinois the quiet landscape art created by George Dixon in anvils begin to ring. The program
near Pontiac stirs. After a 1997, tentatively put her hand to starts with an all-day beginner’s
sleepy spring, the Thresherman’s the task in 1999. Mindy Gard- blacksmithing class led by Augie
Reunion Park comes to life. ner, of Farmer City, Illinois, began Schmidt. Friday afternoon ushers
Tucked among fields of corn and blacksmithing that year. Her work in several affiliate member demhay on a windswept flatland, the is now included in the permanent onstrations from Treadle Hammer
park begins to fill. Hobbyists, White House collection. (See story to Hydraulic Press. If you have the
professionals, the young
basics, you may decide to
and “mature,” these men
take advantage of the Open
and women begin to gather.
Forging Station manned
They have come to particiby Steve Hackbarth and
pate in what is regarded as
his son. Try that new
one of the best events held
technique
before you
in the Midwest, The Upper
return home! The Gallery
Midwest Regional Blackwill showcase talent from
smithing Conference. This
beginner to professional,
biennial event is sponsored
so be sure to bring your
by Indiana Blacksmithartwork to exhibit. New
ing Association (IBA), the
to this conference is a
Illinois Valley Blacksmith
“Trade Item.” All attendees
Association (IVBA), and the
are encouraged to particiUpper Midwest Blacksmiths
pate...just forge a flower,
Association (UMBA).
any size, any style—no two
For at least five years, Ward Grossman displaying his ironwork to the audi- are ever alike. Everyone
ence at the 2001 UMRBC conference.
Roger Lorance of Illinois and
who brings a flower will trade
Clifton Ralph of Indiana talked on page 13)
their flower by random drawing.
about having a large regional
There is something for every- After a delicious catered dinmeeting in the upper Midwest. It one at the Upper Midwest Regional ner, you will attend a weekend
was their thought that a regional Blacksmiths Conference. Workers highlight, the Saturday Night
meeting could provide experi- will have been on site all week, Auction. Don Neunschwander
ence for area blacksmiths
masterfully keeps the tally,
that they might not get in
as piece after piece is sold
their local groups. And, as
to the highest bidder. The
Clifton put it, it was very
mesmerizing intonations of
important the conference
auctioneers Bill Kauffman
“extend friendships and
and Roger Carlsen will not
camaraderie between fellet you leave without that
low blacksmiths.” And
“gotta have it” piece! Spirindeed, it does! The first
ited bidding over beautiful
UMRBC was held in October
ironwork makes for a very
of 1997. Paul Moffett of IBA
memorable evening.
chaired this very successful
And the tailgating–a
event and John Biewer, a
blacksmith’s candy store!
member of UMBA, continBut if you like “new,” sevues that tradition.
eral vendors will be presThis conference is truly
ent. Be sure to bring your
Turkey by Kirk Sullens - Kirk, the blacksmith for Bass
a “gathering of the greats.” Pro Shop, will demonstrate sheet metal work and
family, as our Saturday
Previous
demonstratorsanimal heads at UMRBC.
Family Classes will provide
include George Dixon, Ward
fun for spouses and children.
Grossman, Chuck Hawes, Allan attending to the details that will At the “Bead Lady’s” class, they
Kress, Doug Merkel, Billy Merritt, make this conference run smoothly. will be making beautiful beaded
Dan Nauman, Bob Patrick, and As sunshine fills the park on Fri- jewelry and beaded craft items.
Peter Renzetti. One attendee, so day morning, the pungent smoke Then smooth beach rocks will be

transformed into animals, color- Clay feels his greatest award in is from Springfield, Missouri.
ful flowers, scenes and cottages blacksmithing was when Francis His reputation for ironwork is
at a Rock Painting Class. The Whitaker asked him to teach his especially notable for his abilquaint city of Pontiac is close and Advanced Class at the Campbell ity to create natural forms that
offers delightful shopping that School when Francis stopped mirror their life models. Subtle
will include crafts and antiques. teaching there. Using the design nuances are transferred to the
Historic Pontiac is home to three treadle hammer he created, Clay’s metal of choice, truly bringing
swinging bridges and features
his work to life. Kirk’s dema city tour by trolley car. The
onstration will include making
trolley will literally roll out
a shell form, showing how to
the red carpet and ferry our
get depth out of basically flat
attendees to and from Pontiac
sheet metal work—a technique
for a day of fun.
he calls “deep relief.” He also
The featured blacksmiths at the
plans to do some simple forg2003 UMRBC will draw from their
ings involving animal forms
résumés which are rich in talent,
that beginners can make when
experience, and sheer love for
they return home. Kirk will
the craft. Demonstrations will be
also talk about how to
liberally sprinkled with the wiscombine forging and fabdom and humor that can only be
rication to create animal
acquired by spending many years
forms more easily. Those
at the anvil. One of this year’s
who attended ABANA’s
featured smiths is Chuck Patrick of
2000 Flagstaff Conference
Brasstown, North Carolina. Chuck
will remember Kirk’s bufbegan making knives in Alaska in
falo skull which completed the
1979. He is internationally known
Friendship Bridge.
for his beautiful Damascus knives
This is a not-to-be-missed
and his excellent edged tools. He
event! You will have the opporhas taught and demonstrated regtunity to observe these masters at
ularly for years at major confer- Chair by Clay Spencer. Clay’s demonwork, learning as they share their
ences and seminars, and his work stration will include making parts for
expertise. Their work will encourhas been published in many major and assembling a small round grill or
age you, perhaps even inspire you.
table top using traditional joinery.
publications.
Chuck’s
But just as important,
demonstration
topics
this conference will
will include “Toolmaking
include the fun and
for Both Woodworking
camaraderie that only
and Blacksmithing” and
happens when black“Mokume Gane,” which is
smiths get together.
layered copper, silver, and
Join us to learn
nickel silver.
and share, to buy and
Again we draw from
sell…you will return
North Carolina for notable
home with at least a few
blacksmith Clay Spencer,
new treasures, a whole
from the town of Murphy. Knives by Chuck Patrick. Chuck will display his tool maklot of knowledge, and
Clay will demonstrate ing and Mokume Gane with layered copper, silver, and
friendships that will
“Traditional Joinery with thenickel silver.
last a lifetime.
Treadle Hammer.” A self-proFor more information &
claimed “farm boy from north Ala- demonstration will include mak- registration, visit our web site at
bama,” Clay began blacksmithing ing parts for and assembling a www.umrbc.com. To receive a
in 1987. He quickly rose from small round grill or table top, using registration by mail or for quesstudent to teacher at the John C. traditional joinery.
tions, contact John and Lee Anne
Campbell Folk School, then conOur final featured blacksmith, Biewer at 847/746-2470 or e-mail:
tinued on to positions of board Kirk Sullens (or “Raoul,” as he is leebiewer@sprintmail.com
member and resident blacksmith. known to those closest to him)

The program
starts with an allday beginner’s
blacksmithing
class led by
Augie Schmidt.
Friday afternoon
ushers in several
affiliate member
demonstrations
from Treadle
Hammer to
Hydraulic Press.
If you have
the basics, you
may decide to
take advantage
of the Open
Forging Station
manned by Steve
Hackbarth and
his son. Try that
new technique
before you return
home!
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A Tribute to Uri Hofi
Artist-Blacksmith - Teacher - Mentor
By Dean Curfman, Morgantown, North Carolina

I

t is February 18, 2002 and I am saying goodbye to my wife Shirley and our
two sons Sam and Shane as I board a plane at Charlotte, North Carolina, on
a flight to Israel. Many of my family, friends, and business associates were

very concerned about such a trip because of the violent suicide bombings and
political unrest in the Israel-Palestine area. Others, however, said, “Go for it.”
As I settled into my seat on the plane for
the long flight of 23 hours, I had plenty of
time to reflect upon the “who” and “how” of
this journey.
Beginning in early childhood I had always
wanted to be an artist and toyed with paint,
wood and clay—more as a hobby simply to
voice expression— than any thought of a real
vocation. However, work, marriage and family
responsibilities never seemed to allow much
time for artistic endeavors.
About 1980 I became interested in blacksmithing, still mainly as a hobby. I had built a
small studio that doubled as a place to make
picnic tables to supplement our income, but
I also set up a forge, began to acquire some
important blacksmith tools, and was making
knives, knick-knacks and other items and selling them. I was hooked into what one could do
with “hot iron.” The maintenance job I worked
at gave me the opportunity to understand the
40
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fundamentals of metallurgy, along with methods of fabrication of many shapes and forms.
In the mid-nineties I began to attend some
blacksmith workshops, conferences, and demonstrations. These fueled the artist fire within
me. I was determined to make my life work
centered in iron art.
The National Conference of Blacksmiths was
held in my state of North Carolina in the summer of 1998, and an Israeli named Uri Hofi
did two demonstrations, followed by a lecture
in which he stated confidently, “I am an artist
blacksmith.” There was something very different about his whole approach to molding and
shaping hot iron: it was the easy flow of his
body, the way he held his hammer, and the ease
in which he moved mass, all under an eye that
had seen the final result at the beginning.
The fall of 1998 I arranged and attended a
class conducted by Uri at the Ozark School of
Blacksmithing in Potosi, Missouri—he called it

a beginner’s class. I came away impressed that,
although he fully understood the fundamentals
of traditional medieval blacksmithing, Uri had
advanced techniques that as an artist I was
struggling with. I finally had found someone
from whom I could learn much about the art
and craft of blacksmithing. I learned that Uri
had studied briefly under Alfred Habermann
and had redeveloped those age-old techniques
to a new level.
The spring of 2000 found me again in Missouri in Uri’s advanced blacksmithing class.
This time emphasis was on details of a much
higher level: moving with less strain on the
human body. With both hand and power hammer, Uri effortlessly and with flair put on a grand
show of free-formed forging without jigs or
fixtures. It was at this school that Uri personally
invited me to come to Israel, live on a kibbutz,
work in his shop and study in depth.
The fall of 2001, during the Florida black-

smith’s conference, Uri again was a demonstrator and once more invited me to come to Israel
and study as a colleague. I never thought it
would happen.
In the meantime, because of the shutdown of
the company I worked for and the opportunity
to be retrained as part of a severance package, I
did two things. I took classes at the local community college on anything that would improve
my knowledge of metals, along with drafting
and design, and I took the plunge and built a
shop for us to go into a family-run business
of our own. I had developed a power hammer
that was being marketed, along with more work
than I could handle.
Meanwhile Uri and I maintained contact by
e-mail and telephone with the invitation open
and pressing. By fall of 2001 we were also in a
major renovation of our old farmhouse, which
was long overdue.
As I rode along on the flight, my mind went
over all of this and began to realize all that was
at stake. I thought to myself, our business is left
in the hands of my wife and two employees.
The work on our home is near completion, and
I realize that trust in other people has never
been more acute in my life. I will not dwell
on the “what ifs,” but upon this journey and
the expected results.
As promised, Uri met me at the airport. We
drove the short distance to the kibbutz where Uri
lived and worked. I was given private quarters,

a well-stocked refrigerator and personal twowheeled transportation, which is the mode of
travel for many. The kibbutz was comprised
of approximately 1000 acres with about 800
people living there in a cooperative or collective farm style of living. In short, it is communal living—all working and contributing to
the well-being of the whole.
As I began to acquaint myself with the people
(all are at least bilingual, with English as one
of the main languages), I became more aware
of the genius of Uri Hofi.
Uri Hofi is a self-taught individual who can
seemingly apply himself to anything he sets
his mind to. He was instrumental in engineering the agricultural setup of the kibbutz where
they maintain a 400-cow dairy herd, growing
all their own feed, along with major vegetable
and fruit crops. Uri also designed and equipped
a rubber factory that continues to produce, as
well as a plastic injection molding plant that
produces many parts and components for laboratories. Basically Uri has acted as the CEO of
the kibbutz, but quietly had a board of directors
looking over its progress.
Along with all this Uri decided he wanted to
go into the field of art as he entered into his
mid-40s. He took classes in history and design
of art which led to wood and stone carving.
It was not until 1983 that Uri made the decision to enter the field of blacksmithing. He
started by making bracelets of stainless steel

scrap. With the profits made from selling them,
he began to tour the world. In 1984 Uri came
to the USA and attended the 1984 Abana Conference. It was here he met Alfred Habermann
and studied for a short period under him. He
then went back to Israel and, with the same
tenacity he had applied in overseeing much of
the working kibbutz, he accumulated tools and
equipment (much of it improvised) and started
his own shop in 1988. In 1992 Uri started a
large blacksmithing school on the kibbutz.
One of the important reasons Uri Hofi has
been able to rise up so quickly in the field of
blacksmithing is that he had no baggage to
unload. He was not encumbered with saying,
“You should always do it this way.” One of his
favorite questions to ask of other blacksmiths
is, “Why do you do it this way?”
A typical workday began on the kibbutz at
6:30 a.m. and continued often until late at night.
Under Uri’s tutelage I spent several hours at
the forge and anvil each day, mostly making
small production items to be sold from his shop.
Soon the exercises turned into making tongs,
tools, candle holders and other items. Most
of Uri’s style and technique was truly new to
me. Part of the time I joined with Uri’s crew in
making large railings and furniture, even going
on site and helping to install these fine items.
Because their building codes for railings are
more relaxed than in the United States, there
was more opportunity for artistic freedom.

Uri Hofi is a self-taught individual who can seemingly apply himself to
anything he sets his mind to. He was instrumental in engineering the
agricultural setup of the kibbutz where they maintain a 400-cow dairy herd,
growing all their own feed, along with major vegetable and fruit crops.
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It is good to be home and so satisfying to be applying the many things

Old World Anvils

I learned under Uri Hofi. He is definitely a unique individual who has

(www.oldworldanvils.com)

contributed much to the world of artistic blacksmithing.
Portions of the day were also spent on theory and architecture. This involved discussion,
show and tell, and production. I sensed that
Uri was a born teacher. He covered the basics
thoroughly. He patiently and skillfully took
the time to explain in detail any techniques
I questioned or that he sensed I didn’t quite
grasp.
I continue to be impressed with Uri’s own
designs of hammers, tools, punches, drifts,
making them user friendly. If he does not have
it and cannot obtain it, he makes it. Hammer
handles start with a simple piece of wood that
is shaped to fit one’s hand comfortably. All
things, like sharpening and designing tools,
are made with a keen, artistic eye.
Uri has an extensive library of books, videos and photos that I had access to. Nearly
every evening I would borrow one of these
to expand my knowledge.
The Israeli people I met were very friendly

New Presses for Forging
Hot and Cold Stock
3 Sizes Available

as were the Arab people I met and ate meals
with. Someone at the kibbutz invited me out
for an evening meal nearly every day I was
there. The people were excellent hosts and
very open-minded towards foreigners and
other cultures.
The kibbutz worked six days a week, and
considered Saturday a holiday. They practiced no religion, but have respect for those
who do.
My wife and family kept things going while
I was away. It is good to be home and so
satisfying to be applying the many things
I learned under Uri Hofi. He is definitely a
unique individual who has contributed much
to the world of artistic blacksmithing.
Uri would welcome any serious-minded
individual to do as I have done, to work and
study, offering himself as mentor. It is not
costly and one can learn so much; I certainly did.

hydraulic
presses
Old24-ton
World
Anvils
(www.oldworldanvils.com)

Five Styles
of Anvils
5 lbs. to 552 lbs.

NEW STYLE - 450 lb Habermann Anvil

Old World Quality, Manufactured in Europe
Fantastic Ring and Rebound!
One Piece, High Carbon - Solid Steel Anvils
Lowest Cost on Shipping in the US.
Five Styles to Choose from
T
Weights from 5 lbs to 552 lbs
Contact information: email: dan@oldworldanvils.com
Phone: 479-631-8984, Fax: 479-631-8984
Best Prices
Gas
Forges, Swage Blocks,
Old on
World
Anvils
Suite 200
Hand tools,
etc. Call
908 Lakeview
Drivefor a quote!
World Anvils
NEW STYLE - 450Old
lb Habermann
Anvil
www.oldworldanvils.com

Old World Quality,
Manufactured
in Europe
email:
dan@oldworldanvils.com
• 888-737-5714 (toll free)
Fantastic 479-631-7823
Ring and Rebound!
fax: 479-631-8984
One Piece, High Carbon
- Solid Steel Anvils
908 Lakeview Dr., Ste. 200, Rogers, AR 72756
Lowest Cost on Shipping in the US.
Five Styles to Choose from
Weights from 5 lbs to 552 lbs
Best Prices on Gas Forges, Swage Blocks,
Hand tools, etc. Call
O UforCa quote!
HSTONE
Center for Crafts

Quality Industrial Supplies Since 1967!

••
••
••
••
••
•

Bandsaw Blades
Sanding Discs
Air Tools
Sanding Belts
Grinding Wheels
Flap Discs
Flap Wheels
Cut-off Wheels
Cutting Tools
Bench Wheels
Wire Brushes

Call us for information or to place an order
PHONE: 800-328-4560
FAX: 800-553-7224

LOCAL: 763-535-2403 FAX: 763-535-2708
E-MAIL: zsparky@aol.com
Minneapolis, MN 55429
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F a r m i n g t o n , PA

Rogers, AR 72756
2003 BLACKSMITH INSTRUCTORS
Contact information:
email: dan@oldworldanvils.com
Bob Becker
Bill Fiorini
John Rais
Michael
Bendele
Glenn
Horr
Michael Saari
Phone:
479-631-8984,
Fax:
479-631-8984
The right tools
Jody Best
Alice James
Walt Scadden
to get the job…
Jerry Darnell
John Medwedeff
Shepard
Old World
Anvils Richard
Bob Elliott
John Pollins
Rick Smith
education • networking • information
Nol Putnam
Suite
200
Located in the beautiful Laurel Highlands of
Join NOMMA Today!
Southwestern
Pennsylvania
908
Lakeview
Drive
Week-long & weekend courses offered
Food & lodging available
Rogers,
AR 72756
National Ornamental
Now is the time for you to join the organization which has been
representing the ornamental metalworking industry since 1958.

& Miscellaneous Metals Association
(404) 363-4009 • Fax (404) 366-1852

www.nomma.org • nommainfo@nomma.org

For more information call:
1-800-721-0177 or 724-329-1370
www.touchstonecrafts.com
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Buffalo

P r ofi l e

Vaughn Shafer

El Jebel, Colorado

V

aughn Shafer was born in Edinburgh,
Indiana, and began learning the basics
of blacksmithing from his grandfather,
father and uncle at the age of 7. He caught on
quickly and found he enjoyed the art to its fullest extent.
In the mid-80s he began working as a blacksmith, as well as an entertainer, at the Rawhide
Theme Park in Phoenix, Arizona, where he was
living. In 1992 Vaughn moved to El Jebel, Colorado, to open his own working shop and gallery.
At that time he began exploring the many artistic
applications to metals.
He has been working on a North American
wildlife series for five years and has completed
12 pieces. The series consists of accurate, detailed
sculptures, hand forged and carefully crafted from
scrap steel–no pouring, no molding.
Some of his other works of note are beautiful
custom lighting, commissioned for homes from
Alaska to Florida. Many are three-dimensional
wall pieces made of steel and copper, all hand
crafted. He is currently working on a large lighting fixture for the Embassy Suites Hotel.

Black Devil Deep Sea Angler

Sabertooth Tiger

PATINAS &
ANTIQUING SOLUTIONS
BROWN ANTIQUE

FOR SOLID & PLATED COPPER BRASS

B L AC K A N T I Q U E

FOR BRASS & COPPER ALLOYS

R U S T Y PAT I N A S

FOR STEEL, BRASS & COPPER

B L AC K A N T I Q U E

FOR TIN/LEAD & ZINC, SOLDERS, PEWTER, SILVER,
NICKEL & FERROUS METALS

M E TA L L I C C O P P E R & B R A S S C O AT I N G S
(PAINTS) VERDE GREEN/TIFFANY GREEN
OLD GREEN LOOK FOR COPPER BRASS

TURQUOISE BLUE
FOR COPPER ALLOYS

BRIGHT DIPS

REMOVES CORROSION/TARNISH

PEWTER LOOK

FOR COPPER ALLOYS AND STEEL

TIN LOOK

IMMERSION TIN FOR COPPER AND BRASS
IMMERSION COPPER FOR STEEL

A I R D RY L AC Q U E R S
7 SAMPLE FINISHING KIT $50.00

TRIPLE-S CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, INC.

Elk

Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep
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3464 UNION PACIFIC AVE., LA., CA 90023
TEL: (323) 261-7301 FAX: (323) 261-5567
Toll Free: 1(800) 862-5958
www.patinas.com

BA (Hons) Design Crafts
BA (Hons) Architectural &
Ornamental Forged
Ironwork
HND Forged Metals
Courses for creative people who
wish to specialise in the blacksmithing process, or to combine
forged ironwork with
copper, bronze, stainless steel,
wood, glass, concrete and leather.
The courses, whilst developing the
technical disciplines also develops
an innovative approach to design
within the rigorous climate of professional practice.
Herefordshire College of Art &
Design is the only specialist art &
design college in the heart of
England. The technical disciplines
are delivered at the outstanding
workshop facilities, The Centre for
Rural Crafts in Herefordshire.
The design element of the course
is taught at the Art College by specialist staff.

For further details please
contact Angela Pretty
Tel (0044) 1432 845303
a.pretty@hereford-art-col.ac.uk
www.hereford-art-col.ac.uk
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Profile

Lorelei Sims

Five Points Blacksmith Shop
Charleston, Illinois

I

created the following fixtures for Omaha
Botanical Gardens in Omaha, Nebraska.
They commissioned three custom light
fixtures for their new 32,000 square-foot
Visitor and Education Center.
The first fixture is a copper fern basket,
which was installed inside the Welcoming
Gazebo, the main entrance to the building. The copper fern basket is comprised
of individually cut and chased leaves that
were heated, contoured, and fastened to a
steel basket infrastructure. The exterior steel
framework and hangers were forged from
mild steel. This basket measures 5 feet in
diameter and is 32 inches high. It weighs 450
pounds.
The other two fixtures are lanterns 10 1/2
feet long which were suspended from the
cathedral ceilings in the main Floral Display
Hall. The infrastructure fabrication for each
lantern is an octagonal frame with two
hinged access doors. The top caps of the lanterns were attached during installation. Each
facet of the lantern holds hand-poured glass
panes. The botanical elements were all created
using plasma cutting, welding, and forging.
The flora represented are compass plant, big
blue stem, Indian grass, wild indigo purple
cone flower, prairie broom, partridge pea and
bird’s foot violet. Each of the lanterns weighs
approximately 500 pounds.
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Showcase

A

Bullermann

lfred Bullerman has a
shop in Markhausen,
Germany. He was born
in Uppenburg, and trained with
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his father who was also a smith.
In 1986 he received his Master’s
Diploma in blacksmithing and in
1991 received his degree in metal
design from Metallgestaltung.
He organized and hosted the the
World Congress of Smiths, Ferro
2000 in Cloppehburg. Alfred is
currently experimenting with
making his own iron.
Alfred will be teaching a
Master’s class at Peter’s Valley
Craft Center this summer (www.
pvcrafts.org).
Scott Lankton discusses one
of Alfred’s interesting ideas on
page 3 of this issue of The Anvil’s
Ring.
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International Report

Hot Iron Muster 2002

Participants in Hot Iron Muster 2002

“Good time, good company, learned a lot and enjoyed
myself!” As a review of the week’s hard and hot work at
the forge and anvil, these comments echoed around the
participants in Hot Iron Muster 2002 as they quenched hardearned thirsts at the end of the final day.
The third annual event for skills development and networking in the Australian blacksmithing community was hosted by Alan &
Helen Ball at their smithy in Logan Village,
Queensland, from September 29 to October 4,
2002. Guest instructor Steve Williamson traveled with wife Vicky from Columbia, Tennessee, to lead the Muster and share their experiences and adventures in the dynamic world
of US smithing. Combining the running of
his own custom ironwork shop with teaching
at the John C. Campbell Folk School in North
Carolina and the Appalachian Center for Crafts
in his home state, Steve brought a great mix of
down-to-earth talents to share with his eager
Aussie audience.
A Demonstration Day once again opened
proceedings on Sunday with about 40 devotees
gathering to enjoy a day of blacksmithing infotainment. Undeterred by having charcoal as his
forge fuel, Steve settled into his stride making
a finely forged bottle opener with an eagle’s
head. Not content with just the aesthetics of
50
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the piece, the audience called for a practical
test. A bottle of beer was duly found and the
opener applied to its task. While it performed
admirably, the beer had unfortunately developed a very large head of froth which promptly
cascaded from the bottle. Recovering from his
despair at the loss of the beer, Steve dried out
over the fire and soon transformed a railway
spike into a stern-faced wizard. Coming from
the mule capital of the USA, he couldn’t resist
hammering out a wall hook adorned with the
head of a determined-looking mule. Keeping up
a running commentary of his procedures and
fielding questions throughout the day, Steve
kept the audience enthralled and set the stage
for the hands-on workshops to follow.
Furniture with traditional joinery was to be
the focus for the week. Although all 12 participants were graduates of previous Musters
or Alan’s own classes, the challenging projects
were designed to advance their skill levels and
introduce some new techniques. The assignment for the first two-day session was a set

of fire tools with braided handles to hang on
a ram’s head wall bracket. The second threeday session would concentrate on the more
precise techniques of mortise and tenon joins to
make a coffee table base. Steve and Alan premade a supply of twisting wrenches, monkey
tools, spring swages, butcher tools, punches
and drifts to allow maximum time to work on
the projects.
The first tools out of the rack on Monday
morning were notebooks and pencils. Steve
outlined the project and explained the first
steps of forging a braid – a new technique to
all present. With the pre-cut bundles of steel
ready at each forging station, the anvils were
soon ringing in chorus. As soon as everyone
had their first of four strands bent, ‘lick’-welded
at the end and twisted, Steve demonstrated
forge-welding the set of four strands together
and then on to the stem of the fire tool. Now
it was up to the team to repeat this procedure
for each of their three fire tools. Sparks were
flying from more than the steel by the time the
braids took shape!
Tuesday morning’s tasks offered little respite
from forge-welding practice. Once all the finished braids were welded to their stems, the
poker and rake ends were forged. Steve’s travelling toolbox yielded his forming jig for the
shovels, so those were quickly finished and riveted in place. The next demonstration was the
ram’s head for the wall bracket. The long curled
horns of Steve’s version made for a variety
of twisting devices being created to complete
the effect. It was a tired and happy group of
accomplished forge-welders who packed up
their new fire tools at the end of the day.
Realizing that even a die-hard enthusiast
has to take a break from the forge sometime,
Alan & Helen decided to organize a couple of
social functions during the week. The dilemma
of what does a smith like to do in his spare
time was quickly solved—watch someone else
blacksmithing, of course! Since Alan and
several of the attendees are ABANA members,
ABANA was happy to allow Steve to bring out a
couple of videos for a group viewing. Wednesday afternoon saw the forge fires extinguished
around 5 pm to allow time for showers and a
change of clothes before meeting again at the

A completed coffee table.
Clockwise from top left: A delicate touch from Steve.
Steve lending a helping hand. Steve Williamson and
Alan Ball. Steve demonstrating techniques.

local hotel. Served with platters of hot Aussie favourites like meat pies and sausage rolls,
everyone settled down to be amazed at the
scope of work depicted in “The Yellin Legacy,”
and dream about attending events such as those
shown in “European Festivals.” Steve also had
footage of a group of smiths including himself
forging a huge basket twist during Work Week
at the John C. Campbell Folk School in North
Carolina–all inspirational material for a mob
of deprived Aussies.
The second social event was a tour of the
Railway Workshops and Museum at Ipswich,
less than an hour’s drive from Brisbane. Once
the maintenance centre for Queensland Rail,
the workshops built and maintained engines,
carriages, lines and the myriad of components
and fittings associated with trains. Of the 3500
staff employed there around the 1940s, up to
200 worked in the blacksmith shop, which
housed about 80 forges and an estimated 400
tons of tools. With a new workshop complex
now operating at nearby Redbank, the original
1903 buildings have in part been opened for
public tours. A museum showcasing the devel-

opment of the rail network has also been built
on the 40-acre site. Still an operating facility,
the blacksmith workshop even now retains a
vast array of anvils, forges, furnaces, overflowing racks of tongs, punches, swages and
specialist tools. Eight power hammers ranging
in size from 2 to 15 cwt also remain.
Our specific interest group was treated to a
private tour of the entire blacksmith and spring
shop, as well as a behind-the-scenes look at
the current engine restoration projects. Guides
Kel Creedy and James Colthrup, each with over
30 years of service as blacksmiths, were proud
to talk about the rich history of the workshops
and their own experiences working through
the ranks. They demonstrated various pieces

of equipment that previously played a big part
in the manufacture of railway components,
and explained the system that kept the vast
network operating for so many years. One of
the large furnaces and “Bill,” the 15 cwt power
hammer, was put into action to show how a
3-person team was required for many of the
projects. Two smiths manipulated the hot iron
while a third controlled the strike. Getting so
few opportunities to see heavy blacksmithing
work, the group was mesmerized. The usual
40-minute tour of the site stretched out to more
than an hour and a half, with everyone reluctant to end this journey back to the past.
Steve had a special surprise at lunch break
on Friday in the form of pins and magazines
from ABANA, as well as pins and t-shirts from
his local group, the Appalachian Area Chapter
of ABANA. This gesture of goodwill from
the U.S. blacksmithing community was much
appreciated by the group, and emphasized the
camaraderie that can be found whenever and
wherever people meet with a common interest in this fine craft. Everyone returned to
their forges with renewed vigour to make the
most of the time remaining in this circle of
friendship.
Steve’s final demonstration was a special
heading tool made from a ball-pein hammer.
This was designed to eliminate any possible
cracking of the tenon when hammered over and
to produce a well-defined rivet head. When the
last joins were riveted over in the afternoon,
a tower of tables was erected in celebration.
‘X’ might mark the spot on many occasions,
but being in Queensland, this one called for
XXXX. The cold ales were savoured, as were
the happy reflections on the week’s efforts and
achievements. The fire tools and coffee tables
were duly packed away for the journey to their
new homes as lasting mementos of Hot Iron
Muster 2002.
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May 2 - July 31

com

Manufacturers of power ham-

For Pictorial
How-to-do-it’s by:

mers, forges and dies
in stock or custom made
Seekingselectdistributorsand
repsforthedomesticandexport
markets

Call Alan Warshaw
828-257-2600

Bullhammer
Technology, Inc.
2000 Riverside Drive, Asheville NC 8804 USA
USA Telephone: 828-275-2600
USA FAX: 828-254-1222

Calendar

ww

Bullhammer
Technology, Inc.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
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•
•

Chris Axelsson
Bob Heath
Stephen Bondi
Doug Hendrickson
Bob Bergman
Scott Lankton
Mike Boone
Edward Martin
Brian Brazeal
James Melchor
Fred Caylor
Nol Putnam
Kevin Fahey
Peter M. Ross
Don Ferdinand
Carl Schuler
Robb Gunter
Sid Suedmeier
Frank Turley

ABANA

May 15 - 17
South Eastern Regional Blacksmithing
Conference. Madison, GA. Barry Myers, e-mail
only: BLMYERS647@netscape.net.

May 17 - 18
Upper Midwest Blacksmiths Association Spring
Conference with demonstrator Roger Carlsen.
Haverhill, Iowa. John Biewer, 847/746-2470. Email: leebiewer@sprintmail.com.

May 17 - 18
Blacksmith Days with demonstrators Bob Patrick
and Don Witzler. Carroll County Farm Museum.
Westminster, MD. Judy Heinekamp 410/9221246.

May 23 - 25
Mississippi Forge Council Conference with demonstrator Jack Brubaker. Jackson, MI. Jim Pigott
601/540-6030. E-mail: jpigott@jam.rr.com.

May 30 - June 1
IronFest Blacksmithing Regional Conference
with demonstrators Toby Hickman, David A.
Court, Susan Hutchinson and Mike Pearce.
Grapevine, TX. Verl Underwood 817/626-5909.

May 31
Friends Day at Jackson’s Mill. Weston, WV. Open
forge blacksmithing demonstrations, crafts.
304/269-5100 X107. E-mail: helen.hardman@
mail.wvu.edu.

May 31 - June 1
“Age of Iron,” Hancock Shaker Village, MA.
Connecticut Blacksmiths Guild, New England
Blacksmiths, Northeastern Blacksmiths
Assn., Berkshire Blacksmiths, Capitol District
Blacksmiths and others. Demonstrations and
workshops. More information at www.newenglandblacksmiths.com. Click on Events.

June 7 - 9
IFGS Symposium & Exhibition. Germany. More
information at www.ifgs-org.de. Or contact IFGS
president Matthias Peters, Tel: 00492402-25841.

July 3 - 7
World Champion Blacksmiths Competition.
Stampede Park, Calgary, AB, Canada. For information call 800/661-1260 or 403/261-0313. Email: agriculture@calgarystampede.com.

July 10 - 13
CANIRON IV. Hamilton, ON, Canada.
Demonstrations from across Canada, the U.S.
and Great Britain. Murray Lowe 905/772-2474.

Calendar cont. on page 53

Your source…
for Improved
Power Hammer
Productivity & Efficiency
• Remote foot pedals
• Self-locking wedges
• Quick change die conversions
• More hammer-specific
& custom applications.

Lander Tool & Die
18023 Shake Ridge Rd.

209-296-6471

abana.org

Go to www.anvilmag.com

40 Hands Come Together: A Fine Craft
Cooperative. Ariel Gallery, 46 Haywood St.
Asheville, NC. Exhibiting in metal, clay, fiber,
glass, jewelry, paper and wood. Call 828/2362660.

E-mail: vaunder@aol.com. See web site: www.
ironfest.org/.

30
Years

of

Excellence
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C l a ss i f i e d s
Calendar cont. from page
54
E-mail: valleytownforge@aol.
com. Web site: www.caniron.
com.

July 18 - 20
4th Biennial Upper Midwest
Regional Blacksmithing
Conference. Pontiac, IL.
Sponsored by IBA, IVBA &
UMBA. Demonstrators are:
Chuck Patrick, Clay Spencer
and Kirk Sullens. For registration contact Paul Sperbeck
262/544-0784. E-mail: registrar@wi.rr.com. For conference
information, contact John
Biewer 847/746-2470. E-mail:
leebiewer@sprintmail.com. (See
ad page 37)

August 2
Auction at John C. Campbell
Folk School with Auctioneer
Tim Ryan. One-of-a-kind handcrafted items. Brasstown, NC.
1-800/FOLK-SCH. See web site:
www.folkschool.org.

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY:
All ads are $20 each and are limited to
35 words (six lines). Please submit your
classified ad, in writing, either by e-mail:
thering@sebastianpublishing.com, by regular mail: Sebastian Publishing, P.O. Box
1849, Georgetown, CA 95634 or by fax:
530/333-2689. Designate whether classified ad is for the Hammer’s Blow or The
Anvil’s Ring or both. If not specified, classified will be placed in whichever magazine
is next to be published.

For Sale
Remote foot pedals, self-locking wedges,
quick-change die conversions and more.
Lander Tool and Die is your source for
improved power hammer productivity and
efficiency. Hammer-specific and custom
applications. 209/296-6471.
100 lb. Little Giant hammer $3000. 500-lb.
Fisher anvil $1000. Both in very good condition. Contact Tim Dauphinais 860/9350268. Both reside in southern Maine (East
Lebanon).
Blacksmith nylon flag 24” x 33”, large
black anvil on red, blue, yellow, purple,
bright pink or green background. $25 plus
$5 priority shipping. MargaretGoodrich,
20460 E. Austin Rd., Manchester, MI
48158. 734/428-8147.

E d u c a t i o n a l Opp o r t u n i t i e s

Dies available for making tongs; also
power hammer dies made to your order.
Call Harley Larson, Machinist 262/6792138. E-mail: bshq@voyager.net.
25 and 50-lb. Little Giant trip hammers.
Fuller improved caulking vise; 2 heading
vises (all step vises); leg vises to 5 1/2”;
hand blowers (one 400 Champion); Buffalo
fire boxes; tongs; some hardies and some
top and bottom tools. L.J. McMullen
405/683-4077. Leave message.
Rebuilt 100# Little Giant. New babbitt,
clutch, holes, pins, paint. 3x6 flat dies
with hardy for tooling. Brake, 5 hp singlephase motor, hinged guard. Currently in
use. Come try it out. Great control. $3750.
Heartmtnforge@hotmail.com. 307/7544173.

Wanted
Hand-operated sheet metal-working equipment such as turning mills, circle cutter,
seam folder. Prefer “Pexto” brand. Also
seeking small industrial grade flat iron
roller, powered or hand crank. Prefer midAtlantic region. Send info to: Kevin Riddle,
PO Box 40, Eagle Rock, VA 24085.

Books and Videos
“CHARLESTON IRONWORK, A
Photographic Study,” by Charles N.
Bayless. Photographs listed by streets.
Reprint, hardback, 9” x 11”, 208 pgs.,

295 photographs, ISBN 0-9707664-8-3.
Prepaid: Blue Moon Press, Huntingdon,
PA 16652. 866/627-6922. $36.95 plus $4
S&H. E-mail: books@bluemoonpress.org.
Check, VISA/MC.

May 19 - 23

“MOVING METAL, The Art of Chasing and
Repoussé,” by Adolph Steines. Translation,
Hardback, 131 pgs., 218 photos/drawings. ISBN 0-9707664-9-1. Prepaid: Blue
Moon Press, Huntingdon, PA 16652.
866/627-6922. $32.95 plus $3 S&H. Email: books@bluemoonpress.org. Check,
VISA/MC.

May 25 - 31

www.DRGNFLY4G.com - for “A
Blacksmithing Primer, A Course in Basic
and Intermediate Blacksmithing,” by
Randy McDaniel. The popular forging
textbook. Also classes, tools for sale and
our economical Laser Cutting Service
for steel, brass and wood! Dragonfly
Enterprises, 3283 State Hill Road, Dept.
ARC2, Sinking Spring, PA 19608. $25/
book, plus $3 s&h. PA residents add 6%
sales tax.
How to rebuild a Nazel power hammer, a
1 1/2-hour tape and information. $50,
postpaid. Bob Bergman, 608/527-2494.

Services
* Art Metalwork * Process * Patterns *
www.artist-blacksmith.org.

Damascus with James Walker. Bill Moran
School of Bladesmithing. Washington,
AR. Call Texarkana College, Scotty Hayes
902/832-5565, X 3236.
Basic to Intermediate Blacksmithing
with Don Witzler. John C. Campbell Folk
School, Brasstown, NC. 1-800/FOLK-SCH.
See web site: www.folkschool.org.

May 25 - June 6
Junctions, Joins & Rejuvenation with
John Creed. Penland School of Crafts,
Penland, NC. 828/765-2359. Web site:
www.penland.org.

June 1 - 7
Flowers in Metal with Bob Alexander
and Clay Spencer. John C. Campbell Folk
School, Brasstown, NC. 1-800/FOLK-SCH.
See web site: www.folkschool.org.

June 1 - 7
Jewelry Making with a Blacksmith’s
Touch with Don Witzler. John C.
Campbell Folk School, Brasstown, NC.
1-800/FOLK-SCH. See web site: www.
folkschool.org.

June 1 - 13
Hot-forging Steel with Dale Wedig.
Haystack Mountain School of Crafts,
Deer Isle, Maine. 207/348-2306. E-mail:

haystack@haystack-mtn.org. Web site:
www.haystack-mtn.org.

June 2 - 6
Multi-Blade Folders with Eugene Shadley.
Bill Moran School of Bladesmithing.
Washington, AR. Call Texarkana College,
Scotty Hayes 902/832-5565, X 3236.

June 3 - 6
A Blacksmithing Primer with Randy
McDaniel. Appalachian Center for Crafts,
Smithville, TN. 615/597-6801. E-mail:
craftcenter@tntech.edu.

June 6 - 10
Basic Architectural Ironwork with
Walter Scadden. New England School of
Metalwork, Auburn, ME. 888/753-7502
or 207/777-6211. Web site: www.newenglandschoolofmetalwork.com.

June 7 - 8
Blacksmithing I with John Sarge and
Todd Juzwiak. At Wycoff, MN. Tillers
International. 1-800/498-2700. E-mail:
TillersOx@aol.com. Web site: www.
wmich.edu/tillers.

June 7 - 8
Blacksmithing IV with Bill Senseney.
Brookfield Craft Center, Brookfield, CT.
203/775-4526. E-mail: brkfldcrft@aol.
com. Web site: www.brookfieldcraftcenter.com.

June 8 - 14

June 13 - 15

Blacksmith Jigs and Tools with Lou
Mueller. John C. Campbell Folk School,
Brasstown, NC. 1-800/FOLK-SCH. See
web site: www.folkschool.org.

In the Beginning with Charles Orlando.
New England School of Metalwork,
Auburn, ME. 888/753-7502. Web site:
www.newenglandschoolofmetalwork.com.

June 8 - 20

June 15 - 21

Making Your Art Public with Gordon
Chandler. Penland School of Crafts,
Penland, NC. 828/765-2359. Web site:
www.penland.org.

Beginning Blacksmithing with Pete
Brandenburg. John C. Campbell Folk
School, Brasstown, NC. 1-800/FOLK-SCH.
See web site: www.folkschool.org.

June 9 - 12

June 15 - 27

Fundamentals of Blacksmithing with
Herb Nehring, Dick Reynolds and John
Sarge. Tillers International. 1-800/4982700. E-mail: TillersOx@aol.com. Web
site: www.wmich.edu/tillers.

Exploring Forged Iron and Organic
Materials with Peter Ross. Haystack
Mountain School of Crafts, Deer Isle,
Maine. 207/348-2306. E-mail: haystack@haystgack-mtn.org. Web site:
www.haystack-mtn.org.

June 9 - 13

June 16 - 27

Advanced Damascus with Hank
Krickmeyer. Bill Moran School of
Bladesmithing. Washington, AR. Call
Texarkana College, Scotty Hayes
902/832-5565, X 3236.

Intro to Bladesmithing with Bailey
Bradshaw & Bruce Fuller. Bill Moran
School of Bladesmithing. Washington,
AR. Call Texarkana College, Scotty Hayes
902/832-5565, X 3236.

June 13 - 14
Artistic Smithing Clinic with Scott
Lankton, Herb Nehring and Paul Carlson.
Tillers International. 1-800/498-2700. Email: TillersOx@aol.com. Web site: www.
wmich.edu/tillers.

June 20 - 23
Forged Lighting Fixtures with Jeff Mohr.
New England School of Metalwork,
Auburn, ME. 888/753-7502. Web site:
www.newenglandschoolofmetalwork.com.

DecorativeIron.com

,
We’r e a d d i n g i t e m s
10600 Telephone Road
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Abana Library
June 22 - July 4

July 11 - 13

July 20 - 26

August 8 - 11

Alternative Casting with Hoss Haley &
Colette Hosmer. Penland School of Crafts,
Penland, NC. 828/765-2359. Web site:
www.penland.org.

Colonial Lighting with Jerry Darnell.
John C. Campbell Folk School,
Brasstown, NC. 1-800/FOLK-SCH. See
web site: www.folkschool.org.

Back to Basics with Randy McDaniel.
New England School of Metalwork,
Auburn, ME. 888/753-7502. Web site:
www.newenglandschoolofmetalwork.com.

June 23-27

July 11 - 14

Beginning Blacksmithing
(Intergenerational) with Judy Berger.
John C. Campbell Folk School,
Brasstown, NC. 1-800/FOLK-SCH. See
web site: www.folkschool.org.

Rocky Mountain Smiths announces
the third Francis Whitaker Memorial
Master Class June 23-27, in Carbondale,
Colorado. Instructor: Dorothy Stiegler.
Take your art to a higher level! Contact
Eric Harmon 303-989-2694 or eharmon@hrswater.com for details.

The Transitional Blacksmith: Survival
Skills for the Professional Smith with
Brian Gilbert. New England School of
Metalwork, Auburn, ME. 888/753-7502.
Web site: www.newenglandschoolofmetalwork.com.

June 29 - July 5
Blacksmithing Fundamentals for the
Beginner with David Tucciarone. John
C. Campbell Folk School, Brasstown, NC.
1-800/FOLK-SCH. See web site: www.
folkschool.org.

July 6 - 11
Colonial Lighting Equipment with Jerry
Darnell. John C. Campbell Folk School,
Brasstown, NC. 1-800/FOLK-SCH. See
web site: www.folkschool.org.

July 13 - 19
Explorations in Stone and Steel with
Lonnie Farmer. John C. Campbell Folk
School, Brasstown, NC. 1-800/FOLK-SCH.
See web site: www.folkschool.org.

July 14 - 18
Silver Sheaths with Ron Newton.
Bill Moran School of Bladesmithing.
Washington, AR. Call Texarkana College,
Scotty Hayes 902/832-5565, X 3236.

July 17 - 20

July 6 - 18
Contemporary Forging with Mixed
Metals with Michael Bondi. Penland
School of Crafts, Penland, NC. 828/7652359. Web site: www.penland.org.

Copper Fountain Making with York
Butler. New England School of
Metalwork, Auburn, ME. 888/753-7502.
Web site: www.newenglandschoolofmetalwork.com.

July 20 - August 5
Animate Iron with Marc Maiorana.
Penland School of Crafts, Penland, NC.
828/765-2359. Web site: www.penland.
org.

July 21 - 25
Leather Sheaths with Kenny Rowe.
Bill Moran School of Bladesmithing.
Washington, AR. Call Texarkana College,
Scotty Hayes 902/832-5565, X 3236.

July 27 - August 2
The Joy of Blacksmithing with Judy
Berger. John C. Campbell Folk School,
Brasstown, NC. 1-800/FOLK-SCH. See
web site: www.folkschool.org.

August 3 - 9
Basic Forging from Nails to Gates with
Allan Kress. John C. Campbell Folk
School, Brasstown, NC. 1-800/FOLK-SCH.
See web site: www.folkschool.org.

August 10 - 15
Door Knockers with Doug Hendrickson.
John C. Campbell Folk School,
Brasstown, NC. 1-800/FOLK-SCH. See
web site: www.folkschool.org.

August 10 - 22
Lighting Design in Metals with E.A.
Chase. Penland School of Crafts, Penland,
NC. 828/765-2359. Web site: www.penland.org.

August 15 - 17
Forging Fundamentals and Fun with
Greg Price. John C. Campbell Folk
School, Brasstown, NC. 1-800/FOLK-SCH.
See web site: www.folkschool.org.

August 15 - 19
Sculptural Process in Steel with Warren
Holzman. New England School of
Metalwork, Auburn, ME. 888/753-7502.
Web site: www.newenglandschoolofmetalwork.com.
For a full listing of classes and workshops go to ABANA’s web site www.
abana.org

Architectural Iron Designs, Inc.

T

he following video rentals are available for ABANA members only.
Rentals must be returned by mail no later than the 6th day of possession. Please limit requests to 10 hrs of video time per order.
If you would like to receive a descriptive list of the video titles ask
for the free ABANA Library brochure by calling the Central Office (706)
310-1030 or visit www.abana.org and click on ‘Education’ to find the
descriptive list and order form.

Video Tapes
1992 ABANA Gallery Exhibit
$10.00
1998 ABANA Conference-Al PaleyFree Form Power Hammer Work
$10.00
1998 ABANA Conference-Jack KlahmAluminum Forging by Hand & Power Hammer
$10.00
1998 ABANA Conference-Art Jones300 Pound Power Hammer Forging
$10.00
1998 ABANA Conference-Brad Silberberg,
Contemporary Forgework w/Press & Power Hammer
$10.00
1998 ABANA Conference-Fred CristContemporary Architectural Forgework
$10.00
1998 ABANA Conference-Hoss Haley-Vessels
$10.00
1998 ABANA Conference-Jim BatsonHydraulic Press Forging of Knives
$10.00
1998 ABANA Conference-Scott Lankton-Forging A Sword
$10.00
1998 ABANA Conference-Tal HarrisContemporary Architectural Ironwork
$10.00
1998 ABANA Conference- Brad SilberbergTexturing & Surface Detail
$10.00
A Traditional Suite
$10.00
A Water Powered Smithy
$10.00
ABANA Comes of Age
$10.00
Architectural Iron w/ Walt Scadden
4 tapes/$20.00
Basic Blacksmithing Vol. 1 & 2 w/ Robb Gunter
2 tapes/$15.00

Blacksmith Seminar w/ Toby Hickman
Blacksmith Workshop w/ Toby Hickman
Blacksmithing: Old World, New World
Damascus-Bill Moran
Donald Streeter Interview
Doug Hendrickson-Kitchen Iron
Edward Martin Demo
Elmer Roush-Colonial American Hardware
& Fixtures
European Festivals
European Masters
Forge Welding & Basket Making
w/ Dorothy Stiegler
Forge Welding w/ Bob Patrick
Forged Elegance-Cyril Colnik
Forging Damascus Steel at Thomas Iron Works
Forging Japanese Carpentry Tools
Forging Stone Cutting Tools
Hardware w/ Jerry Darnell
Jeff Mohr-Fireplace Equipment
Ladish: Meeting the Aerospace Challenge
Lighting w/ Jerry Darnell
Making A Knife w/ Bill Moran
Master Blacksmith, William Brady
Power Hammer Forging w/ Clifton Ralph
Samuel Yellin’s Legacy:
The Story of a Metalworking Shop
Shared Traditions
The Complete Metalsmith w/ Tim McCreight
The Work of Manfred Bredohl
Tom Joyce Demonstration & Lecture
Treadle Hammer Magic w/ Clay Spencer
Yellin Foundation Memorial Workshop

$10.00
4 tapes/$20.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
4 tapes/$20.00
$10.00
3 tapes/$15.00
$10.00
$10.00
2 tapes/$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
4 tapes/$20.00
2 tapes/$15.00
$10.00
3 tapes/$15.00
$10.00
$10.00
5 tapes/$25.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
3 tapes/$15.00
$10.00

Distinctive Ironwork . . . by Design!

• Steel Forgings
• Brass and Stainless
• Aluminum Balusters
• Stampings and
Bandings

•P
 aints and Patinas
•G
 ates and Railings
…over 5000 component
designs to choose from.

Custom components
also available!
Visit www.archirondesign.com
for online catalog
or call 800.784.7444
950 South 2nd Street, Plainfield, NJ 07063
Fax: 908.757.3439 • E-mail: aisales@archirondesign.com
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ORDER ADDRESS!
Fax credit card orders to:
ABANA CENTRAL OFFICE (706/769-7147) Or
Mail check orders to:
ABANA Library • Fred McCluskey
15165 County Rd. 30 • Elk River, MN 55330
Make checks payable to ABANA
For inquiries, e-mail Fred: fredsforge@yahoo.com
Do not e-mail credit card Info

Video Title

Payment must be made in US funds with a check drawn on a US bank. Checks
written on a foreign account will not be accepted. We accept MasterCard, Visa,
American Express and Discover.

Shipping & Handling
Orders $0 - $20
Orders $20 - $40
Orders Over $40
Minnesota residents add
6.5% sales tax
Georgia residents add
7.0% sales tax
Total Order

MC or VISA#:
Exp. Date:
Day Phone #:
Mail to:

Rental Total

Rental Fee
$
$
$
$
$
$

$5.00
$6.00
$8.00
$
$
$
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Abana Store

Qty.

Abana Membership

2002 ABANA Conference
Photo CD Now Available!
Item & Description

Price Each

2002 ABANA Conference CD

Hammer’s Blow Back Issues

	Out-of-print issues are: Vol. 1#1-4; 2#4; 3#2-4; 4#2,4; 5#1-4; 6#1-4;
7#1-2. List issues here:

Total Price

$10		

	337 images from five exhibitions and demonstrations held during the Conference. Photographs taken by Sandy Andrews, ABANA
Conference photographer, and Brian Gilbert, editor of the Hammer’s
Blow.

Gas Forge Plans

Recuperating gas forge plans donated by Robb Gunter and Sandia
Labs. Full-size blueprints included. 22 pgs, drawings/photos

Simple Air Hammer Plans

$12		

Donated by Ron Kinyon of Arizona. 30 pgs with photos and illustrations

	Modified Treadle Hammer Plans

$7		

	Donated by Hans Peot of Ohio. Step-by-step plans, 20 pgs with 35
b/w photos

Pattern Cut-Out Device Plans

$7		

	Donated by Hans Peot of Ohio. How to build device and stand. 20 pgs,
diagrams & photos

	Index of Anvil’s Ring Issues

$10		

Spiral bound, 128 pgs, 4000+ topics to reference back issues

	First Five Years

$25		

	Spiral-bound photocopies of The Anvil’s Ring early issues, Vol. 1#1
through Vol. 5#4

1998 Conference Demo Notebook

$10		

Demo handout and illustrations. 60 pgs

	The Anvil’s Ring Back issues

Become an Abana Member!
MAIL TO:

Best of the Hammer’s Blow - Vol. 1 $10/$10		
	40 pgs of projects, tool configurations, tips, techniques, and fundamentals

	ABANA T-Shirts. Available in BLACK, SAND, ASH
Qty.

$20

$3		

Color

Price Each

XXXL
XXL
XL
L
M

Total Price

$15
$15
$15
$15
$15

		
Total Sales Items $
		
U.S. Shipping & Handling $
U.S. Orders $0 - $20 $5.00
U.S. Orders $20 - $40 $6.00
U.S. Orders over $40 $8.00
		
Ohio residents add 6.25% sales tax $
		
Georgia residents add 7.0% sales tax $

Phone:
FAX:
E-mail:
Web Site:

PO Box 816
Farmington, GA 30638
706/310-1030
706/769-7147
abana@abana.org
www.abana.org

❑ American Express
Card #:
Exp. Date:

❑ MC

❑ US
Senior Member (65+ yrs)
Full-time Student Member
Overseas
Public Library
Contributory Member
❑ VISA

❑ Discover

❑ Canada

❑ Mexico
$40.00 ❑
$35.00 ❑
$65.00 ❑
$35.00 ❑
$100.00 ❑

More than one year may be paid by multiplying the dues by the number of years to pay in advance. Sorry, no discounts on multiple years.
		Membership Dues Total $_________

Signature
Day Phone #:
E-mail:
Name:
Street Address:

Payment must be made in US funds. Checks written on a foreign bank
account will not be accepted for “US funds” face value. Please call the
ABANA office if this is your only method of payment available.

City:
State / Zip:
Regular Membership

$45.00 ❑

		Total Order $
For Orders to be Shipped to Canada or Mexico: 1-2 items @$7.00; 3-4 items @ $9.00; 5
or more items please call for shipping prices:

		

Canada/Mexico TOTAL Only $

For Orders to be Shipped Overseas Add 50% of Total Sales to Cover Shipping Overseas:

		

Overseas TOTAL Only $

Ship to: Name:
Street Address:
City/ State/ Zip:

$5		

	Out-of-print issues are: Vol. 6#2; 6#4; 8#4; 9#1; 10#1; 10#2; 12#2;
14 #4; 15#3; 16#1; 16#2; 19#2 List issues here:

SALES ORDER ADDRESS
MAIL, PHONE or FAX your order to:
BookMasters, Inc. • P.O. Box 388 • Ashland, OH 44805

ABANA Membership Lists
Qty.

Item & Description

Price Each Member/Non Member

	Membership List

Total Price

$60/$120

One-time leasing fee, printout by zip or alpha order.

	Members on Disk

$105/$210

One-time leasing fee

	Member Labels

$105/$210

One-time leasing. 4 across

		Total Sales Items
Shipping & Handling		

$
$5.00

Georgia residents add 7.0% sales tax

		Total Order
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For orders to be shipped overseas add 50% of total sales to cover shipping

Overseas TOTAL only:

$

$

MAIL, PHONE or FAX your order
for Membership information items shown in this box only to:
ABANA • PO Box 816 • Farmington, GA 30638
Phone: 706/310-1030 • FAX: 706/769-7147
Payment must be made in US funds. Checks written on a foreign bank account will not
be accepted for “US funds” face value. Please call the ABANA office if this is your only
method of payment available.
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International Report
to hear. Fortunately, the formal
interview feeling was replaced by
a conversational tone, though I
By Henry Brock,
did my best just to keep quiet
Bemidji, Minnesota
and listen to wisdom and advice
Part 3 of 4
from one of the eminent modern
blacksmiths.
or the first time in my
Henry: What is the importance
life I conducted an interof communication among artists
view, the kind where one
and craftsmen?
prepares a list of questions and
Serge: In one’s life, first you’re
French blacksmith
asks them in turn, scribbling
a sponge, absorbing information.
Serge Marchal
responses to keep up with the
Then you begin to choose your
person in question. I was visitpath. There is always the quesing French blacksmith Serge Marchal in Nimes, tion, though, if you keep an open mind: Should
France, on a bright November afternoon, and I do this in a new way? We must allow our
he had graciously made time to answer my point of view to change when influenced by
questions. He picked me up at the train station other people.
and we drove through the old Roman city, then
Also, you must make time for yourself. We
uphill, winding along stone-walled, single-lane lose the lead of ideas if we spend too much time
streets, ending up at the Marchal workshop. communicating. The time to communicate,
He gave me a brief tour of the forge area, then while essential, is necessarily brief. The rest of
on to the drawing room. A silence fell as he the time is spent digesting and creating.
looked expectantly at me, wanting to know
Henry: What is the best way for professional
what a young, amateur blacksmith wanted and amateur blacksmiths to interact? How can

F

elitism be avoided?
Serge: We all cannot be on the same level.
Someone else’s path cannot be yours, but it
is okay to follow for awhile, and to realize
that we are all on different paths. We are on
our own, but we all gather from the past and
from our peers. To each his own challenge; it
is important to respect that.
It is important to have contact with those outside of blacksmithing, to appreciate other forms
of skill and to gain more insight about how to
approach blacksmithing. It is very important
to accept that things come at their proper time.
Some people may advance faster than others,
but may also miss important details.
Henry: How can the terms “artist” and “artisan” be reunited?
Serge: It is my personal goal to do this. It
is troubling to see such a rift between the two
words. Art and craft are valuable things—people pay a lot of money for both skill and artistic
value. Albert Paley, for example, commands a
high price for his work. He combines both ideas:
vision and quality of work. Most blacksmiths
do like to set themselves apart, though, to be

unique.
Henry: What is the benefit of a “cultural
bridge” between nations, like the blacksmithing
World Congress and other conferences?
Serge: To know what was done before and
elsewhere is very important. Study it thoroughly. You must know what has been done
to know what to do next, then work hard for
your own style. In everything we can find hints
of past works, part of a vocabulary of forms,
and more communication is primarily a good
thing. Europe is entrenched in traditional ways,
whereas the United States is searching for more
and better technology. Everyone has their own
interpretation of how to live life. We can sense
when someone really knows how to work, and
we all try our best as well.
For the progression of a craft, there must be a
need. The rebirth of blacksmithing in England,
for example, exemplified a need among a group
of people for such a rekindling of the craft. At
the Hereford Conference in England in the late
1970s, things really started rolling.
In France the smiths are very individualistic,
they don’t want to travel anywhere for a confer-

ence, and only two from France went to Cardiff,
Wales, for a conference in the early ‘80s.
Henry: You have mentioned a “vocabulary of
forms”; what is this?
Serge: There is nothing gratuitous in the art
of ancient cultures. It was all for a purpose, and
is also art. There are no truly new forms; we
continue to recycle the old ones and use them
in new ways. The tools of the ancients were
useful and beautiful at the same time. History
continues in significant elements, and humanity keeps the important forms. Mythology is still
a valuable resource, as well.
The role of an artisan is to re-adapt old ideas
and to produce work relevant to their time.
Blacksmith Tom Joyce of New Mexico is a good
example of this, working to fit the piece to its
location.
Henry: Why is blacksmithing important to
you?
Serge: Sculpture allows me to clear my head.
I prefer to create pieces for their proper place
and time, sometimes temporary sculptures in
response to certain events. I work not only in
iron, but stone, glass, plastic, and other met-

The

als; in any material, we re-discover ideas. We
can always improve, but advancement must
coincide with a desire and a need to improve.
That desire is alive and well.
Henry: You have done several pieces incorporating a bull—what does the bull symbolize
for you?
Serge: The toro is an embodiment of good
and evil, black and white together, and bullfighting allows violence to be an accepted part
of life, since it is in our nature and will not
be suppressed. It actually helps us live more
peacefully in our daily lives. The crime rate in
communities with such traditions is generally
lower than in those without them.
Henry: Is the past our anchor? How do you
find an anchor in life today, with the ocean of
information?
Serge: It certainly is our anchor. The “fog of
the Internet,” I call it, gives the impression that
we can know everything, but in reality it is just
lacquer-thin; one cannot dig very deep. Inspiration can be found in many places, provided
you are open to it.

Traditional Metalsmith

A Quarterly Magazine of Blacksmithing:
Illustrated & Explained by George Dixon

(Last Head-Blacksmith at Samuel Yellin Metalworkers)

From forging your own tools...

to patterns

with step-by-step...

process

Repousse’: Tools & Process
A multi-part series starts Now!

and results.

Historic Tools of Samuel Yellin

Send or fax us a drawing. It's that simple!
Ornamental Hardware • Custom Metal Parts
Art Objects • Custom Grilles • Signs and Letters

117 Davi d Bi ddle Trail, Weaverville, NC 28 7 8 7
E-MAIL: joevog@aol.com FAX: 828-645-2128 PHONE: 800-635-2596
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in each issue!
Wire Welding

Repousse’, Chasing & Inlay

To Subscribe, send $28* to:
The Traditional Metalsmith
1229 Bee Tree Lake Rd
Swannanoa, NC 28778

Wire the bundle and
forge weld the ends.

(*US & Canada, Foreign $40, US Funds)

Or Subscribe Online at:
www.traditionalmetalsmith.com

Twist

www.artist-blacksmith.org

EUROPEAN TRAVELS
Interview with Serge
Marchal
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WALDIES BLACKSMITH SHOP

The restoration
began in 1999 and
made possible
thanks to the
donation of the
Waldie family, the
town of Milton
Community
Fund, the
Ontario Trillium
Foundation, local
businesses and
individuals.

Waldie’s Blacksmith Shop:

T

he Waldie family made the generous donation of this historical blacksmith shop to the
Milton Historical Society, whose goal was to
restore the shop as a functioning building. The restoration began in 1999 and made possible thanks to
the donation of the Waldie family, the town of Milton
Community Fund, the Ontario Trillium Foundation,
local businesses and individuals.
The Ontario Blacksmith Association members
acted, on numerous occasions, as consultants in
the renovation of the building and the restoring of
the accumulated tools and artifacts found in the
old building. Many of the tools and artifacts used
by the Waldies are on display and will be used by
present-day blacksmiths.
The Ontario Artist Blacksmith Association has
been asked to be the guardian of this historical
blacksmith shop and blacksmithing demonstrations are being held and done by members of the
Association.
The carriage shop and the shop itself provide meeting space and the loft shall be equipped as the
Society’s archives and research area which will be
accessible to all members of the association. Prearranged school and group tours will be possible and
the shop will be open to welcome visitors and tourists, thus preserving blacksmithing.

Circa 1865

By Murray Lowe, Cayuga, ON, Canada
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The Ontario Artist Blacksmith Association
is hosting

Share our Fire

Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
July 10-13, 2003
Opening Ceremony: July 9th - 8:00 PM

The highlight of the conference- the demonstrators:
From Canada: Cairn Cunnane, Lloyd Johnston, Doug Newell, Dean Piesner and Jim Wallace
From the United States: Elizabeth Brim, Scott Lankton, Charles Orlando and Doug Wilson
From England Eddie Payne

NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

INDUSTRIAL
COVERAGE CORP.

has hammered out a NEW & IMPROVED
commercial insurance program that will deliver

• Broader Coverage
• Phone Quotes
• Specially Priced Coverage for
Hobbyists
Hobbyists
Part-time
Part-time blacksmiths
blacksmiths
Full-time
Full-time blacksmiths
blacksmiths

www.industrialcoverage.com

The Conference is being held at McMaster University and will include
hands-on teaching stations, auction, vendors and tailgaters.

The Hamilton region is rich in history and alive with modern attractions:
Experience a Conference you are sure to remember.

www.caniron.com

Rolande Rozon, Registrar
Ontario Artist Blacksmith Association R.R. #1, 1484 Regional Road 17
Cayuga, ON NOA 1EO Canada • Tel./Fax: (905) 772-2475
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CALL 800-242-9872 EXT. 115
Ask for Michael J. Romeo

